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INTRO DUCT lON 
Introduotion 
Statistics in recent years show that there has been an increase of 
crime in American cities .. ~egardle$s of the precision of this data, it 
is widely perceived th.at cities .are becoming more unsafe and insecure, A· 
1966 survey by the.National Opinion Research Center for President's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and Admini~.tration of Justice revealed that 
crime was.the second most frequently selected item from a list of six 
major domestic problems ip. the U. S; 1 The .. s.urvey ccmdµcted for the cqm-
mission fo'Und little·statist:ical relationship between personal experience 
of victimization (whether direct or indirect), and.attitudes toward most 
aspects of the crime problem .. The majority answered that they acquired 
2 their information either from the news media. or other people, Wrj.at has 
been relayed to people by news media has been statistical interpretation 
of· the Uniform Crime Reports .published by the FBI. 
The statistical de&c;riptions .of crime vroblems have received numer7 
ous.criticisms due to the misleading and inaccl,lrate nature of tra<;l.itional 
data gathering/ analysis procedures. M:,my figures ha.ve been given .as 
1 Jen11ie Mcintyre, "Public A't;ti t1,Jdes Toward ·Crime & Law Enforcement," 
Criminal Behavior and Social sx:stems, Antnony L, Gu~nther editor, Rand 
McNany & Co, (Chieago, 1970), p, 383. 
2Ibid., pp. 384-38S, 
pe;rct,n~as• chaQ.g,s baJed Qn the ~bsol\1te numb,r· of cdinei; .or as .a rate 
per unit ,of pppulation. .wht~h, up to 1958, w11 ·mcultured. by .··fl deczennial 
ce:qsus of p9pu1a,iQn, C:ompu1Hi~ii:>n .Qf · ~rh\e tates. -qased. on tbe de1renn~al 
census population 111eant tha~ compute<:1. rates :,i:n, .. areas in which there were, 
t;r(llmendous population shifts we;re ~t variance with the-real rates du:ring 
the years immediately preceding a new ;~nsl,ls.~ T~e eoJ1.tinµati91J. of.the 
;l.:ncrea,se in the· size .of the popul.ati\l)n,. the p:i;-oport~on am~mg the popula":' 
tipn of the crime specific target gr11>ups and offen<:ler groups,has nqt been 
satisfactorily .refhcte<;l in the aotual staUstical manipul1;1Uo;n .. The 
changes in. the ~ttitudes of the public to.ward al'ime and the .police were 
noi accc;,untecl fol' and subsequent·chapgu in r~portin,g techniques and 
changes ,Jn lt;l.w enforcement .efforts wtre inadequately re.fleeted~ 4 · 
Both the aetual v•lµe of ~ri~in~l data and an u~derstanding .of the 
typic;:a.l conclu~i<ms drawn: £;rom Juch ·, sta.1:isttcs dopend. up~n, an accurate 
assessJllent: of 'the bJ$i~ of. the labeUng pi-ocesJ and. its ,OJ?e:rational 
chara<rte:r::i.lstics. 5 · Furt~,rmore, the valu~ .of criminal sta~istiC$ ,s a 
l:>a.ds f<:>;r mea,u:rement in geogl'aphic,area~ decreases a, the proc~cJure, 
takes us farther away·ftqm the off«mse,itsetf· ... a specific lqcation.and a 
. 6 
specific setting of an offense, 
In terms of.measuring the-quantity:of-cri,me, Gres.sey's arg-umen~ 
seem~ reascm,a.ble. }lainely that th.e crimes, known tQ tl'le p<:>lice pro'ba.bly .. 
3Marv:in B ,· Wolfs•ns, "~imi tfltions 'in .the Use of Official Sta.tis ... 
tics," Guenther edi '{::or, . p. 65 ,. · 
4Ibid, 
5oonald J, Newman• "Criminal Statistics and A.ci;o~oda.tions in .Just~ce 
Admin;st:ra:Uon.,'' Guentger~ edi~cn;-, p, 77, ·. 
6Too:rste:o. se1i1n. "The .sisnificance of Records of Crime~" ~ 
s~arte~lr Revfr~; Vol., 67 (Oat,, 1951),, pp. 596TS04, 
constitute a bet~er index of the.true ,crime rate than the arrest rate; 
the latter becomes ineffective. as we move on. to convict:i,on rat.es and to 
7 imprisonment rates .. In terms .of measuring the quality/reality of crime 
the raw data are almost meaningless, 
3 
The most probable variables have been related to cdm~ in the course 
of researching the.nature of crime and trying to come up with some thera-. 
peut;i.c m9del to prevent crime, Most often, in sociology, criminology and 
psychology, the soci0-economic.and ethnic variables of offenders and lo-
cations of crimin111 activities have been studied. Th~se lines of study 
relate to the idea of,corrective prevention. 
Corrective prevention assumep that criminal behavior is a c~used be~ 
havio!I', ;:ind tnfiil corrective a.C.tion invql ves the elimi,nation of the causes 
- the factors of motivation .... before, they bring abo1Jt the criminal behav-
ior, Other ideas of crime p;revention are: (a) punitive prevention which 
involves .. law and punishment, i3-nd (b) mechanical prevention which involves·. 
the direct physical environment, 
Although most beha,vioral aspects of the act of crime could be ex-
plained by the analysis of the .social environment, the physical environ-. 
ment should also be held partially responsible. depending on the individu-
al case. The physical pr<;>perty of a place is not only its physical size 
but also the relationships between objects, the activities in an area, 
the people in ;it, and so on. 
7 Dona.lg R. Cressey, "Measur;ing Crime Rate," Gunther, editor, p, 57, 
Boundaries of the Pr9blem · 
Statisti-cs.show· that. crime against prop,rty:constitutes the largef;t 
po:rtion of total crime and constitutes most of· the increase in .. the· crime 
4 
rate, During 19SO,.i960 the adju$ted incre,13,.se _in crime was 22% and the 
;increase was almost enti+:ely in pro:pe:t'ty offenses. 8 Offe;nses against the 
persoµ among Index (serious) Crimes make up a significantly large propor~ 
tion of offenses clea:t"e.d by arrest, ""hile .offenses against property dis,-
play a significant~y lower arrest rate~ The percentages of offenses 
~leared by arrest in 1970 in the Uniform Crime Reports show that murder 
scored 86%, negligent manslaughter 81%, rape 56% and aggravated assault 
65%, On the .other hand, robbe;ry clearanC,e was 29%, burglary 19%, larceny: 
18% 1 and auto-theft 17% ~-~ 
In-cases of offenses ~gain~t the person, .the existence of studies in 
the fi~ld qf criminolpgy, sociology and psychology help the understanding 
of typologies of specifi~ C+imes and ena~les an inductive ,search for the. 
offenders, Furthel'Jllore, the inevi ti:1-ble personl;ll cqntact bet.wee}) the·. of-
fl!lnder a:pd the victim provi\ies tangible information. But in cases of of-. 
fenses against property there is not much of l;l personal contact and:it 
involv~s other physical/environmental factors.for which not much know-. 
ledge ha~ ·.been . accumulated yet. 
Among t:he principal findings. of Shaw and, Mc~ay in their fl3lllous study 
of d.elinquenGy in.Chicago, was a clear demonstration of the e~fect of the 
physical, envi'l"onment uppn del:Lnquent bel)avior, Delinquency was ,found to 
8Marvin E, Wolfgang, "Limitl;l.tions in the Use of Official .Statis-
tics," Guenther editor, · p. 69. 
9John Edgar Hoover, Crime il'). the-United States~ Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Uniform Crime Re:por4(1971),' P~ 5'2, 
be c:on9ent;rated in those areEl,s where the land use was·in.the process of. 
c1'anging. £;rom :resiciential to commerc!al .. Those areas always .had the 
5 
highest delinquency.rates even after their.popt,1lation changed almost com-
pletely in natiqnal origin, or race, and the .delinquency rl;ites of child- , 
ren changed !15 their families. moved to other loc~tions, lO Daniel Glaser 
sa,i.d that the approach.to crime which is·distinctly sociological assumes 
that the criminal acquires his interest, ability and means of self-
justification in crime through his relati,onship tq others. 11 This does 
not, of course, cover.the whole spectrum of c~iminal behavior, As was. 
sh.ow.n in Shaw and McKay's study, a location ,and the pertinent physical 
settings play an important part in .criminal activiti~s. 
Currentlyj the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEM) is 
developing an action ,program tq investigate: "Those settings which are 
found to be .high risk locations. 1112 Verification of environmental fac-
tors whi<;h foster th,e setting or,opportunity for crimes.against property 
w~uld not only help understanding ,of the geography of crime, and .allow 
more reasonable interpretation of the criminal statisUcs, but.also would 
help prevent crimes against property by means of proper environmental 
c;lesign. 
Among the . Index Crimes, burglary l larceny and auto theft normally . 
accm,mt for more than 85% of total crime, In 1960, for examplel these 
10oq.niel Glaser, 11Cµl tural Influence in Crime, 11 Guenther, ~di tor, 
p. 27. 
11Ibid,, p. 26, 
12Jerris Leonard, Department of Just;icel Mimeograph Document, N.D. ,. 
N.:T., p. 10, 
6 
three c:rim~s accq1,mted for 87% of total Index Crime. 13 
The current study will l:l-ttempt to ye11:i.fy those envirqnment;;i.l factors 
which might have bearing on the settings/oppprtunities for the above-
mentioned three major crimes against property, Understanding of environ.-
mental factors will be utilized in developing a simulation model for dif-
fusion of crime, 
13Albert J, Reiss Jr,, "Assessing the Current Crime Wave," Crime in 
Urpan.Society, l3arbara N. Mclennan, editor, The Dunellen Co., Inc, '(New 
Yorkt 1970), p, 29. 
CHAPTER II 
CRIME AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
Environment and Criminal Behavior 
Psychologically and sociologically, there is little question regard~. 
ing the profound influence of environment. upon human beings . 1 Since a 
large part of the input into our minds; from the day we are born, comes. 
from the pexception of our environment, it ,would be entirely illogical to 
assl\me. that our surroundings do not have a great deal to do wlth the. de~. 
2 
velopment o;f our mental powers, patterns of prowess. Phy.!:iical settings 
..,. sim:ple or complex~ evok,e complex human.responses in the form of feel-, 
ings, attitudes, values, expectancies, and desires, and it is in this 
sense as well as ;i.n their km,wn physi~al p:i:-operties that their relatidn-, 
ships to huma:n. experience a:n.d behavio.r must be. understood. 3 
Of many causes of crime in America, urbanizatiqn is among the )east 
understood and most significant. Our crime is.overwhelmingly an .urban 
1Ernest Windle ancl James W, Marsh, Man and His Motives, Exposition 
Press Inc. (New York, 1954), p. 53. - - -
2 . A. E. Parr, "In Se.arch for Theory," . Env.ironmental E:!.Ychology, 
Harold M Pre>shansky, wqliam H. Ittles.on and Leanne G. Rivlin,. editor, 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc=:, (New York, 1970), p, lL · · 
3 Edward T, Hall, "The Anthropologh of Space," Harold M. Proshansky, 
William H,, Ittelson and Leanne G. Rivlin, editor, p. 28, 
8 
phenomepon. 4 Urban life is commonly characterized by high population 
density~ spatial mobUity, ethnic and cla~s heterogendty, reduced.family 
functions, and gr~a.ter anonymity. 5 The-urban environment from a cr:imi.-
nal's point of view provides mQre targets with increased density, more 
freedom in accessibility to targets and from the tar~et areas with in-
creased spijtial mobiH ty, and les,S personal surveillance by other people 
with inc:reased social heterogeneity and anonymity. 
The contrast in crime rate between urban and rural environment re-
fleets. the impact of urbanization more clearly, In cities with more than 
250,000 people, robberies occur ten times more often than-in their sur .. 
rounding suburbs and are fifty times more common per capita than in out-
lying rural areas. Auto thefts 1;1.re fourteen times more frequent peT. 
capita in cities than in the country, 6 
Marshall.Clinard says that the biological, psychological and social 
consequences of the physical and social environment.are responsible for 
forming delinquent behavior, 7 Obviously canard was addressing the .phys-. 
ical and social environment as a. background of offenders. The same line 
of reasoning seems to be also true in the act of offense itself. Physi-
cal and social e:iwironment (:)f ,a loca't;ion is believed to be responsible 
for bringing about the act~al commitment of a crime in that location. 
Crime, by _nature, is an act of JUegal behavior seeking personal 
4Ra.msey Clark, "Foreward.i" Crime in Urban Society, Barpara N. 
Mclennan, editor, The Dunellen .Co., Inc~ (New.York, 1970), p. xi. 
SMarvin E, Wolfgang and _F. Ferracuti, 
Tavist0.ck (London, 1967), p. 297. 
61bid, 
The Substructure of Violence, - _,..,.... __ _ 
7 Marshall B. Clinard, "The Nature of the Sl.um," Crime l:E_ ~ City, 
Daniel Glaser, editor 1 Harper & Row Publishers. (New York, 1970), p, 19. 
9 
gain,. whether material gain or mental ... phy~ical satisfaction. Regardless 
of the qffender I s mot;i. vation, his preparedne~s and his soc~o .. economic ap.d 
ethnic backgl'o\.md, the pffender is u~uaqy concerned for his safety. 
This safety, in turn, depends upon the setting of the criminal activities,. 
This is especially .true in property crime where the main objective of the 
offense is to secure intended material. In property crime, the offend-
er's success will depend upon his knowledge of the t;a:rget, efficient com-
mitment of the crime and, most important, safe esc9-pe from the scene. 
Existence.of any obf?tacle to and frqm the scene of crime could be expect .. 
ed to have a negative .relationship.to the crime rate. The obstacles may 
be various physical barriers such as det;e~ti ve devices a11,d U lumination, 
the presence of law enforcemept, the security of the structure, the num-
ber of witnesses, and the access pattern to and from the scene. 
Some of the eiisti,ng environmental studies tend to come up with mis~ 
leading conclusions c;lue to the inlilpprc;,priate use o:f base variables; these 
are dealt·with in a subsequent Hterature review. Some suggestions (;I.re 
that areas where oftenders reside.are not likely to be the areas where 
most crimes·occur; that·lower economic status groups have more offenders, 
and·that down.-town locations.have.higher crime rates. 8 Except for a.few 
unusual cases such as non.,-pro:fi t odent.ed offenses, most of the offenders 
who commit burglary or purse snatching are supposedly relatively poor 
and it can be assumed that there.are few maierial goods to look for near 
their residences, Likewise, more ~rime coµld be expected where there are 
more goods .. Anot)ler assumption, could be,that people near their residences 
8sa,rah .L. Boggs, ."Urban Crime Pli!,tte:rns," American Sociological Re-
view, Published by the American Sociological Associa,tic:m; Vol, 30, No. 
6 (December~ 1966), PP~ 8991".900. · 
10 
would recognize each other more readily and thus discourage the attempt. 
while a prospective offender could feel safe apart from his localities 
where people would not recognize him. Perhaps in a more-developed and 
higher-status area people mind their own.business and care less what 
happens to others, thus providing excellent opportunities. Furthermore, 
there are generally higher 9rime rates in the lower income areas. 
All these complications seem to arise due to the use of inadequate 
and unmeasurable variables. The analysis of data should follow a clear 
conceptualization of the real problem. Different criminal activity cate-
gories should be analyzed in view of specific characteristics in terms of 
geographic location, motivation, the.relationship between the offender 
and the target, the time, and the condition of the immediate environment, 
beside the general socio-economic factors. Assuming all these factors 
have been observed, the interpretation should still not be exclusively of 
a general socio ... economic nature, but rather a combination c;>f crime-
specific variables, often neglected variables such as police patrol fre-
quency and effectiveness, and the physical environment, 
Seleqted Review ·on Crime a.i:id Environmental 
Opportunity 
Sarah Boggs .trieq to conceptualize crime in terms of environmental 
opportunity. Using Index Crimes fqr which the place of occurrence of 
crime and the residences of offenders are recorded, two components of 
crime occurrence were observed: the fan\iliarity of offenders with. their 
target areas, and profitability. It was discussed that a valid cdme 
rate should form a probability statement, and therefore should be based 
on the risk or target group appropriate for each specific crime 
c~tegory. 9 But the concept of environµiental 9pportunity was·developed 
only to. the. e;x:tent of ,prov~ding indepen<;lent $pecifie base variables for 
specific crimes, no~ to the point of suggesting what really constitutes 
11 
opportunities. As a measuring device, Bogg's metrics lacked continuity, 
th\.15 inhibiting reasonable comparison. For example, only a business-
residential land use .. ratio was. used as a base variable for business rob-
bery, only the amount of sp0ace devoted to parking for auto theft, and the 
amount of square fottage of streets.for highway (street) robbery. 10 
The formulation of. the concepts of familiarity and profitability 
seems to need further verification. The higher,occurrence rates observed 
in high offender neighbprhoods for homicide-assault and residential bt1r-
glary was interpreted into a "familiari.ty" category, and the weak associ-
ation between offenper and oec\.lrrence rates observed in the combination· 
of business robbery, non~reside~tial day.and night burglaryJ auto theft 
ang grand larceny was interpreted into allprofitability" category. 11 Al-, 
though. superficially acceptal:>le, these line.s of reasoning c;lo nc;it bear 
close examination. Th~ deg~ee of familiarity would depend upon one's 
length of stay at a specific residence and the location of previous,resi-, 
dence·and job, The inst:i,.nctive association of fa!lliliarity with one's. 
currE::int reddence · seems to need further ve:dficatiqn especially when the 
location used for the study wa$ an Enumerati<;m District (hE::ireinafter to 
be called E.D,) or Census Tract that merely contains s-ubjects' residence, 
The ED or tr~ct may not necessarily contain nor cover one's most, 
9 Ibip,, 899. 
lOibid., 900. 
11Ibid., p. 907. 
12 
fl'equent !3,ccess. J:.il<ewise, the association of profi tabUi ty ancl burglary 
rate does not explain 13, great deal because of the offender's knowledge of 
the target and phys:j..cal condition of the target area are crit;i.cal com-
ponents of the crime rate. Rather than trying to relate them directly, 
as ,wa.s discussed above, seeking a geqgraphic relationship between the two 
;in terms of distance and accessibility covld have produc;:ed a meaningful 
result, 
Overall, the. application of the· principle of e:Q.vironmental opportun-
ism appears to be somewhat limited. Certain characteristics contributing 
to the opport1,1nities should be used as variables applying to.all related 
crime categories and the interpretation of any observe<;! differences among 
different crime rates should be oriente4 toward refining the involved 
variables. 
Shlomo Angel approached the problem of providing some insight intq 
mechanical prevention of crime. He narrowed down the problem to consider 
only crimes in which assailant and victims h~d not personally as.sociated 
previously. The study.dealt mainly with the crimes.against the person. 
which take place in, or are visible from, public areas, especially .those 
public areas where pedestrians circulate. 12 · The concept of terri tori-
ality, accessibility, and the deterrents against opportunity such as the 
police pato1:1 1 community awareness, number of effective witnesses and 
general visiblity conditions, were s1,,1ggested, but most. of the effort was 
in establi.sh.ing a theqretical framework and no attempt was made to 
12shlomo Angel, Discouraging Crime .Through CitX: Planning, Center for 
Planning and Devel9pmi;lnt Rese;:i.rch working papef No. 75~ Institute of 
Urban and Regiona+ Development, University ,of California (Berkeley, 
1968), p. 7, . 
13 
critically weigh and test the variables. 13 Angel's basic concept regard-
ing environmental opportunities coincides with the basis of the research 
attempt constituting this thesis. 
13Ibid., pp. 8-15. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRUCTURAL MODEL 
Variable Selection 
The current stl,ldy is primarily conqerned with the role of the physi.,. 
cal environment in promoting crime, and attempts to isqlate and verify 
the contribµtj.on of the variables which are potentially signi;f;i.cant in 
the creation of a criminal setting. Those crimes relating heavily to as.,. 
pects other than the physical environment, such as homicide and other 
crimes that happen predominantly within offenders' families are elimi.,. 
nated, The stuc;iy win deal with burglary, larceny and auto theft/bicycle 
theft, which hiippen mosUy in public spaces, with the exception of night 
time burglaries. 
With the above mentioned three major crimes against property in mind 
the idea of environmental opportunity seems to need further verification 
before selecting specific variables which constit1,1te opportunity, The 
claisical theory that "every feeblel-minded is a potential criminal 111 pro-
vides an insight into the problem, Even without.elaborating on the defi .. 
nition of the.threshold of feeble-mindedness, the.idea suggests that 
those who do not have a strong sense of morality or justice can commit 
crimes. Those who lack morality or a sense of justice could either be 
1Arthur Emil Fink, Causes of Crime, University of Pennsylvania 
Pr(;:)ss (Philadelphia, 1938}, p, 222. 
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those who have not yet iearne4 or tho~e who hive learn~d with a nesative 
feedback. The former could be the yq,ung~r pe<>ple,or uned1,1cated/mal-
educated per$ons,who simply hav~ not,learned tQ ~ppreciate the value Qf 
justice and morality. The latter co1,1ld be those who,acquired the habit 
of rejecting current moral:;i. ty and j usti,oe because they have been rejected 
from moral and just treatment by society, Outside ,the protect~on of, 
morality and justice, these people might have acquired a,skill to live 
wi,th the majority of ,people who enjoy different; sets of standards and 
values. 13eing a minori"try, having odds against .them, they must be more 
sen~itiv,e of their chance of survival. 
Fo!l' the youngsters~ merely taking a chanc.e would satisfy their ad-
venturous nature an<;\ a des::tre for e:iccitement, for the rejeeteq adults, 
taking something illegally .which otherwis~ they could not af£.o:r~ could 
mean their survival 3rnd sel£.,.justification,. This· tends to 'l?e a fo:rm of 
justice.for oneself, 
Through att~mptP and/or practice they would develop their s~nse of 
evaluating chances.and ability t9 capitalize on ppportunities. Th~ough 
exerci.!;ies - repeated m~mories and-e)l:pectations - one would develop a 
unique way .. of reacting ta a situation by. symbolically idE;mtifying and · 
understanding the $ituationf Cloward and Ohlin pqstulate: "Since per-
ceptions inflt,],ence pehavi<;>r, the definitions (perceptions) of the culture 
have an influence upon . the member of the cµl ture . "2 Th . , , e process 
of ~valuating a ~i tu11tion :j.s ,_ in mal}y cases, that of a symb0lic inte:i;-.-
acti<;m becaul;ie our envirornqent has a symbolic signif:).cance as well as 
functional significance. M1:1-n can be st~mulated to act by symbols as well 
2 Marvin E. Wolfgang and Fra~co Pereacuti, The Su1:)cul ture of Vio-
lenc,e, Tavistock PubHcatian Ltd. (London, 1959), p, SS. -- -
as by phy,ic~l st;i,m1.11i, an,d the very a.ct c;1f evaluating an opportU,p.it:y 
could be biased as to how the inclividual dJfines obj~cts, actions, and 
charercter:istics; as t<> how he symbolically inter,retes · a phenomenon •. 
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Gibbons said that "Our view is that criminal anc;l delinquent activ;i.-
ties are a function of definition of the situation entrained by persons 
engaged in these acts. 113 The definition of a situation is two£old, 
Viewed objectively, it could mean whether the sHuation is right o:r wrong 
or good or bad according to a certain norm or a.publ;i.cly accepted value. 
On.the other hand, a sµbjective point of view could be wheth~r the situa-
tion is advantageous or not, how much one coulc;l get or lose~ In other 
words, the subjective ~ttitude !s a proqess of evaluati11,g oppartµnities. 
The· act of an offense, in lIIO~t cases, is a private act fox a personal 
benefit, It is hardly ~onceivable to assume an offender evaluating a 
situation objectively. 
Trying to.figure out just how an offender may interprete ~n environ~ 
ment seems imvosdble if not arbitraty due to tµe fact 1;:hat it is very 
much a subjeetive process, But the approach as to what constitutes an 
opportunity cpuld be handled quite objectively; in this study this is re-
garded as an environ~ental opportunity. 
The two distinct components p:f an opportunity are: first, those 
which tend to increase chances, and second, those that tend to decr~ase. 
chances of successfl,.\1 execution of delinquent conduct. Among the fo::riner 
catego1;y are tho$e which have absolute values and those whi<:1h have rela-
tive values. The absolute number of targets seems to be the most impor~ 
tant because without targets no offense could be committed, The relative 
3oon C, Gibbons, Society, Crime and Criminal c;:areeTs, J?rentice Hall 
(New York, 1968), p, 499', ' 
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va.l~~s ·could b• the locational featu.re$ of ~he target in retat~~n to the 
access patt~llll arpund the ta;-g,t arE!a anc:l the .characterist~cs pf land use 
of the a':l'e~, The aceeu pa.ttern 8rl'~nmd the tal'get Q.re~ wou.id ~f:l:ect the 
mobiH ty and amount of time inyol ved in j 9Ul1ley to ;md from .the ta1qtet. 
The degree ere mix of land use of an area could· reflect the state of phys .... 
ical.surrounding in te;rms of its orde»liness ·as well as diversity, thus 
affec~tng. choice on the part of offenders. The-s, va:r~ables affect. the 
degree of attractivenf,'.>.s~ which relat~s to the usability of the targ~t on 
the part of offender~. 
Those tending tQ decrease cha~ces are first, direct barriers and. 
second, indtrect; b~r;rier,. T1'E;1 d.i:r~et barl"i.ers are tho~e physical bar.,. 
riers which a:f;fect th~ amoul}t.ot phy$ic~l effoi:-t.involved in gaining ac~ 
cess to targets~- The indite ctr ·barriers are tho.!iie · which te;nd to di scour,,. 
age an offens~ nijp7phy&iC1iLlly,,. vhually ~l' psychol9gically. 
Those "'.'a:ri,aples Jnvol ved in inc:reasing chanQes ~il 1 a.ffect ap. 1;>:f-
tender in 1;.he . 4ecidon maki?J.g process. i:J.t a, gross leveJ ~- whether the com~ 
mitment of an.of:fen,se is '\'t'O,;ithwh:i.le <;>r nf?>t; whether he can get.what.he 
wants flJ'ld as,much .as he want~; wt,.ether. to co.mmit e.n offens.e at.all. 
Those vati.aples involved in decr~asing chances wil~ affec~ a~ offeijder 
evalui:1,ting at a te~hnical l~vel, as to how to actually perform the .. of-
fense, whi\;;h iny.oly~s ·c~)cul~t:i,ng the timi~s, th~ most desirab,le a~cess 
to and from thf;! offense..- the mode. of tran~porta,tipn,.. the .tYPe of eq1..1,ip .... 
me11t (if n~1res~a:ry) and. othet swecifi~ det~ils ,for specific ta:rg~ts, and 
precautipnp;:cy measures against an e~ergency, tn cases of impetuous acts, 
the . variables ;i,nvol ved in decreasing chances, may not have · as. mµch influ .... 
ence as those whi~h increase the chances . of the· comnii.ssion of a crime •.. 
.. . ,· . . . ,, . . . \ ' : 
Wi,th the above men~ioned criteri!i i.n mind, the fe11owing variables 
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'.t'el~te.d to phys ital. ,nvironment are s,lec;t,d for th~. purpose of c;l9velop ... 
:ing a ccmt;eptue.l mc:,ciel ~ 
~arset V~riables 
The 11bsolute n\lUlber of t~rget~ includes the number of residential 
units, comme~cial units and au~omobiles and bicycles per.unit area. The· 
perc(;'n't;age of resiqent:j.al ut1its ·per unit area ~s a function of the per-
centage of non-residential units in the a~ea. The number of automobiles/ 
bicycles witbin an area could be represented as the number of open.p~rk".' 
ing spaces in . th.e area and this is ;;i.lsp a function of the nµmber of ·com-
mercial units in that area, All thre~ are in turn a fµnction of the 
degree of development of in are~~ 
Loc~tional.Variables 
The variable which is ·directiy ~elated to locational features is the 
amount of street . space within an ar~I!., · Thi$ ~aµld re~resent the chara9,. 
ter of access pattel'll of an are~. Ano~h~r·fa9t~f is the degree of ~t~ of 
land 1.lSe in an area which also coulq re:presell.t the physical pattel11,. as · 
well as :degree of .choice of target in .that. area., 
Phy$ica.l Sarders 
lie., I 
At one end of scale, the number and ~haracter of .obstacles between 
the target and open s1;1ace coulc;l be , the IDP$t tmpo,rtant .vari~ble. The· num .... 
ber of doot's and the types of lc;,cking device~ could be.considered. At 
the otlter en4 of scale, the degree of openness from each E.D. couldalso 
sene as a:si~nificant variable, 
The fl'equefl.~Y of ,poUc;e ;patt<.ll, tne amount of ·sl,l11v,UlMce -and the 
amount 0£ lighting could be (:onside:red. 
Specific variables for each crime oat~gory and general socio-
~conomic and ~thnic characterhUi:s ~f ea.ch area will be observed after 
' ' ' • • ' I • ' '. ' ' 
the phy~ical en,yiJ:"on~ent has been ut1c\et:i;stood, Also, any unusually high 
O;J;' low cdm!I' rate at a . specific poin,t affeqtiug the averages arno~g EDs ., 
will be given a ~pech.1 attention. , 
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Stillwater~ selected as a Sa.J1lple t9wn d1,1e to the -ccmv~nience of dat~ 
availal;>Uity :and the familiarity of tp.e city, has the distinct ,;:hara.cter .. 
ist;i.cs of a. college town,, lt is expected that the location of the -uni.. 
versi 1!Y and the stµ~ep:t ~op~latiofl. would affect t:hre \type, l'ate and looa"l" 
t:i,Qn of crim:i.;na.1 activ~t.i,1. Othe;r pl)ssibPities .are seasonal variations 
following the aea4emi~ s9,hedule a.u(l the effect 9f tlle dom:i.nant·age Jroup 
pl'esent~ Ce:J'.'tiiin sociq·economif: ~har~cteri!it.:l.cs pertaining to a. C(?l~~ge 
town co~ld s~-pye as a gf(!)SS b~cki:i;-eµnd in und.e:rstandin~ the . si tu~ti6n in 
the event of distinct diffe:rent:t.,t:iop ,;of c~iminal activities :relative to 
eiisting studies. 
CQnceptu.al Model 
Some of the li)afi.Q a.s$umptiops preceding the hypotheses are; 
l. The physical enviro~ment is µniq~e.at any given time and place, 
2, HumliUl behavi<;>r in :relation to an~nvironment t~nds-to be end1,1,r .. 
ing i;md con~istent over time a~d situation; therefore, the _char. 
acter:istio patte1;n of behavior for thp.t setting can be identi~ 
fled. 
3. The J)hr,i~Jl enviroJllllent ;ls ~n actiw~ .and c::ppt:i.nuing proce$s 
whPse componen1;:s define (at\d are. de;fintd 1:>y) the llE.Lture of th411 
int~;relit:i.Qnijhips amo:ng them at a given m9rnent,·and .over.~ 
time, thereby chang:!ng the . ch1a:racte~ist!c behavio.r patter,n. 0£ 
the ~ettini as a.whole. 4 
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Based on these as~umptions; tl}~ follew;i.ng hypothese, i;lr<:! ~uggested: 
Hypothesis.I: The·charaeteristics of a physical ell,vironment· 
directly :velate. to the deJree c;>f the· location~l-
$.dvant~ges . for c:rime, 
HyPot:11.esis II,: Where there .. are more locational advantag,s, 
opp(!)rtunities for crime are higher. 
ltypothesis IIX: Wh~re th,e:re. ~re more locaUona..l dbadv~p:tages, 
O~l)Ol'tunitie~ ;for crime ~re lower. 
Hyp,t:tiesis IV: Whe:re there.are more oppqrtunit;i,.es; crime rate, 
are highe;r. 
In ~sspqia1;.i9n wit:h the abqye ·hypothes.es, the ;following ipodel is . 
ac~e:p1;ab\e. 
whe~e C ~ ~rime rate. 
O ~ o~portunities 
0 
C.• B 
4Ha:rpld M, Prosha.p.sky, Wqli~ U, lttelson and Leanne ;G. Rivlin, 
"Tile Influen(!e of, the Physical Envircmment," Hal'()ld 'M, .Proshansky, 
Willialtl H. ,Ittelson.and Leann~ G, Rivlin, editQr~, pp, 27~~7. · 
whe;re Ot ,...ta:rg,t Vl;lriables 
OR.~ locational variables; 
where BP~ physical barriers 
Bv"' visual barriers 
B5 = psycholc>gical barriers. 
It could be further developed that, 
where if I Qt ;ic OR. ;::: ma.2<; • and a ~ B p v 
if I Qt :x: Qt r::::min. ang BP x Bv 
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x B :; m:in, G = max. s 
x BS ;::: max, c ;:II mill, 
The reasoni}'.lg for mµl ti plying t!lrg~t va:.i;-iable Qt with locational variable 
ot is that o1 is a ;factoir whic;h a£f;ects the effeµtiveness of ot' Using a 
proper 1'oa1e~ OR. 1rould be, at o:oe e;x~rell\e, a zero which means that the· 
locational aspects are su~h that even though there.is a substantial 
amount of target, the probability of a crime occurring at that point is 
nil. At another extreme, th~ value of OR. could be.extremely high ;meaning 
that th,e ep.t:i,;re target is subject .. to offense openly iil terms of its loca-. 
tional aspects. The reasoning behind multiplyin,g physical variable B p 
with npn"!'physical variables Bv and Bs is that these are of complimentary 
nature and that they cou:p,ter-affect each other, neither of the variables 
being effective by itself, Assuming that BP, Bv and B51 have been scaled 
prope~ly• the absence or zero value of o~e variable wo~ld nullify the 
effect of the otheT var;i.able, This could be a case such as a concrete 
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vault wit~ maximum physical protection sitting in the midd~e.of a desert 
with zero surveillance, i1" which case the vau~t could be robqed of 
rega:rdle~s o:f its ,11\aximum physical protection, 
The reason for introducing a constant A to the denominator is that 
non-phydcal and $OCial-regional characteristics. should also be repre-
se;nted as a factQr; higher li "'.ing .standards and higher educational leve.1 
would inver~ely affect crime ratesf 
Variable Descri;et;ipn 
O "" BuUdins Area/EP 
t Total Area/ED 
Street Area/ED 
0i1 ~ Total Area/ED 
Com!lle;rcial BuUdins Are.a/ED 
0
~2 ,:c conime:r\:ial 11nd 'B.esidenti~1.Ar~a/EP 
Parameter Measuring Ffil.cin& Open Lanli/12:0 
Bpl ,;: Total Parame'ter/EO . 
"' No, ofAlarms ,to Target/ED 
8p3 Total No. pf Targets/ED 
Police Patrols/ED 
1\1 = Day 
Traf:f;ic Count/ED 
13v2 = Area/SD ' 
No, Persons Aie 25-64/ED 8s1:;,: Total No, Person/ED 
= AmQunt of Street I Lightin~/~D Constant 
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ot \IIO\\td d.isplay t~e ,tate (?;f an ~mvirqnm~nt in· an a'l,'e". ot coui~t 
be an url:>anhati<m inc;l:ex, d.eusity of devell)J)ment in an ~rei:l o:r the ch~;r .. · 
aateri~tiµ$ ~:f '11· ~reiJ, in t~pn~ ef. its fupctt~I\ and. J:m<i :us~ •.. Altho'!.lgh 
it is tentl:1-tively assumed that the Ot value decrease$ as the function of 
an i:irea changing frc;,]Jl commercial·to residential, di(ferent val\les could· 
e:i1;ist re~a:i;-dbss c;,f land use depen~ing upc;,n the loca:lity and thei degre.e 
of development in an t:1.:rea~ 
Oil could al.so serve as an -urbanbation index gen~rally depicting 
the density c:>f development in.an-area. O.U value :ls e:x.pected to VflfY 
largelY. ;from region and also Qll\Png lo~ali t:i,.es wi thill a '.!?'egion <:>l' a , city,: 
011,2 displays the degree o;f·Jix 0£ land use in an fl.re~ which would 
affect m~ny·a:;pecte of aJ:1, area,; the st;reet patte:m, th~ divers;Lty of 
target and ·othe:r physic;i,.l q1Jal:.i~y of .. an area. EitheJ,' in commercial ~;r.-ea 
O:l' ;r~sidential ar<:1a a Z~:J;"Q value .~ould eiht, but tliis does not neces-
sa:r:Uy me~n that ~)'u~-.value of tiirg~t:s in,th~t-.area becc,mes ze;ro, Vari ... 
~ble Ot~ would largely affect th., use ef non-ln,iil~in~ a,:re~ and clp~~ly 
telate to the street.patte:I.'ln, 
J:3pl descri.bes· relative location .of ·an area wi-,::hin a city in te;nns of. 
pl'ox:imity to the JIIOSt developed area. It is 111. .significant va~ia_ble \ be-
cause ditferent. development st~ge~ are expect~4 to be ~e£lected in this 
va1h.ble. No:p""J:mil.t open land,; whether agric1,1ltur~l or forested, WO\lld 
significantly af::f;ect the -.freedom of escape. 
sp2 and ~P3 va~iabl~s are a measu~e of the degree of prptecvion ~f 
objects wh,ich would affect primarily the amount of time: invqlved, in gain,-, 
;i.ng aJ'.). access, An access could be g~ined thrqugh wall~ ro9~ or even from 
undergroµnd l.>\lt doors ancl/o:r win4ows.a:re sqpposed to be the major access 
for. offendel;'s. These variables actuaUy ,.q.esc:dbe .Physical ,p:rope;rty c;,f 
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target ;itse),f, a11,d if the de$cript:i.on of a target is to be fulfilled, the 
specific features such as the material, the form, the weight and the vol-
µme of the pfotecUve shell should also be invest:i,gated because the qµal-
i ty of protection is as important as the quantity of protecticm. Impor ... 
tant as it is, how~ver, these are oriented toward more·of understanding 
an opject rather than verifying the environment around and/or leading to 
the ta:rget.which is the main objective of this reseallch.. The·investiga-
tion of Bp2, Bp3.and other related vail'iables seems to be another impor-
tant area of research by itself. 
Bvl might be a direct reflection of a total crime pattern within an 
area in which case the variable loses its meaning as an element for an 
inductive pro~ess, On the other rand, :i,t could be viewed as a simple 
measurement of a visual barrier p~rtaining ~o ~n area in which case it 
might be a proper va:r;lable for this , analysis, 
Bv4 :i,n this c;ase displays the density .,of traffiq, Bv2 value is be-, 
lieved to be another index c,f urbani;i:atio11, ~ Bµt not an downtown loca-
tions carry high traffic load and.those areas in downton with low density 
seem to have a significant bearin~ on.the environmental opportun:i,ties. 
B51 i~ a variable w4ich is critical in the sen~e that it affects the 
freedom of a(,;cess to an ar(;)a both visu;:illy and psych0logically. A 
greater percentage.in the 25-64 age group who would ha~e family and eco-· 
nomically settled could mean a more ~table aommunity bpth in terms of its 
physical structure (housing qµal:i,ty, etc.) as well as social structure 
while the other age groups, under 18 and over 65, are rather unstable in 
c4~racter.or ineffective as a positive deterrent because of an extremely 
mob;;i.le nature at one e:x:treme and physical limitations at another extreme. 
Bs2 is a variable which is signifiqant ~mly during night time. and 
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th\.\~ in relaUon to ni~ht ti~e o;ff~nses, 
Sin~e the objer;tiv(' of the $t\.\d:y is to verify the effect of envi;J;"qn.., 
jllental appo:rt1,1nities on crime rate, the e~pect~d C value U;i!ing the cur-
rent mc,del . should reflect the· degree of variance.s among C values of El)s. 
While all the variables are obviously to be measured -using different 
scales, a significantly haiar~ous situation could be expected in accomo-. 
dating the differences, The variables shou.ld be controlled in such a way 
that differenQes in measuring scale would not hamper the true varianees 
among the rates.. One wa,.y 0£ istap.dardizin~ the si;:ale is to calculate per-
centages for all.the variabies. But there could still exist unw~rranted 
differences between variables in te:rm~ of their overall value. For ex-
ample, th~ percent~ges of str~et area among total area per qD will be 
significantly lower than the percentages of certain age ~roup among total 
number of persons per ED. ~ueh a w~ight:ing process would be unsatisfac-
tor,:lly arbi. tra;ry. At tlli.$ stage o:£ pypothetical, conc~ptual modeling, an 
e:ffo:t;'t to weigh ar,.y variable seems to be p:rema.ture, 
A solution to the problem could be re·soaling the percentages in 
terms of its .relat:i.ve .values among each variable. ay ·dividi11g the per-, 
ceniages pe:t;' ED 0£ variables by the average of tQtal value of each vari~ 
able, a 1.lnilateral weighip.g cquld be achi~ved among all variables~ 
Still another problem exists with o~2 vartable in finding the degree 
of mi~ of land use (building use), The percentage of commercial butlding 
area ~ong total b4ilding a:r~a covld be mi~lea#ng d1.H~ to the use of only 
one type of building while the mix,ratiQ involves both commercial and 
ho4sing. The solution to t4is problem is to re,:,-scale the values with 50% 
as·its m~imum value~ Those V;ilues exceeding 50% will be given values 
for the amount, above 50%; 25% is 25%; 60% is 100%-60% :io 40%, 1 ~ .• , and so 
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on. The actual C~ime Rate (h~reinafter to be called Ca) for all EDs will 
al.so pe re...,scaled as a comparaiive value per unit area with 1 as ayerage 
value, 
Example .2!, ...,M_o_de_l_ 
If all: the .vari~bles involved for an ED .were ,average values,, the 
model would be: 
Cm _ _,Al .., 1 x p r 1) _ l, 
- "" lx. -A 
If all the variables involved in opportunities are h~lf the average 
va~ues ·and the .barr:l,ers are aver~ge, 
If all the varh.bles inv(l!l ved in oppC;>rtuni t:j,es are double the 
average y~lues an4 th~ barriers are average, 
C = !,v 2 ~ C2 + ,2) =. _AB. m'A"' lxl·.·. 
The calculated crime rate (hereinafter to be.calhd Cm) values thus ob-
tained would be the e~pected ~rime rate per unit areat In order to cp:m- .. 
pare Cm with Ca on the same basi.!:i, the Cm value n(;leds to be re".'scaled 
substituting the ave~ages among all EDs with 1. 
Both Ca and cm~ thus obtained, would indicate the degree of actual 
crime rate per uni.t area in .case pf ca and the degree of potential crime , 
rate per unit area in case of cm, all on comparative basis. C value 2 
would meap that the-actual rate or potential h d0uble the rate per unit 
area while C value o.s w~uld indicate.half the rate or potential per unit 
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a:rea b!:lsed OJ\ the average~ Qf all ,:rea.~ 
The above p1;1oc;ess wQulcl elimiJ1ate. the po~en~ial illusion fQreseeable 
. in the -.us.e of actual data, withQut intr4'd1.leing the. variances in .the sizes 
of areas ii). question. 
Cb 
0 




Locations with more 
barri.ets tlui.n 
opportunities; 
Fig1,ire .1. Int:er ... 'l'elations:hipis r1mong · Opportunit:j.e.s, 
Barriers and CriJil~·Rate. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF TijE! PAIWiETRIC MODEL 
Cdme Rates .in Stillwater, Oklahoma 
City of Stillwater has a total of 43EDs of which 33 a:r;e used in this 
study. Several }:rregulari ties found in Stillwate:r EnumE;l:ration District 
data, and the areas with suppressed data or negligible.populatigns have 
been eli~inate~ from the study as follows: 
1, ED 29 data are suppressed, and the ED was eliminated. 
2, EDs SlA, SlC and SlP have zer<:> l)O;pulat:L<;m, · and were eliminated, 
3. ED 39 is i:P. two parts ac;cor4ing to Cens1,1s.printout but the of-
ficial map shows one pa'.ft, Data for 39A and 39B have ];,een com ... 
bined and assigned to ~D 39, 
4, ED SlB is in three parts according to Census printout but the 
official ma;p has only.two .• Data.for SlB arEl) rep:r;esented.as a 
single unit in the stucly~, 
s. · ED 23 appears as 2 .part~ in the official map.· Oat.a refer to a 
single unit,. 
6. EDs 33a and 33C have e:)\:trell)ely low pQpulation with total crime 
rate less than 1, and were elim~nated, 
The total population of Stillwater for the 33 Ens.involved in this 
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study wa~·3l,104 i.Jll. 1970, 1· The ~P~al number of .Jndex Crill\H reported ~c:,r 
the city except tbe Ok11U1onia. Stat, University ~;rea (EDs 278 and 28). w~s 
l ,·026 i.n 1970 of which n, was composed 9f the thtee Jn;ijor c:rimes ag~inst 
property that this stu!il.y deals wi:th : .. burslary, larceny, an.c;l auto7l;:,icycle. 
theft.,? The national average erime rate f9r the . three offense.$ against 
' . ' . ' ' . . 
property.for suburl:>an cit:l.es wi,th pc:,pulations,between 2s,ooo .. so,ooo was 
.. 3~ 764,80 offeni;es per 100,000 inhabit~nts -a7ld the rate· £or the non-. 
subuirl>an.cities fo7; the-.same si:ze :class was.,.3,93~.30 per 100,000 inhabit ... 
AAts. 3 · The rate £or StiUwater excl\l~ing univer~ity area was t~369,47 
. . ._ ' ' . ' . ' 
offe!lses per 100,000-.iu.h~l>itants wh.ile the ~ate ~er all the-cities ~n the 
st~te of Oklahoiiia WP.~- 2~Uij,93. 4 The rillte for StiUwat;er was fatriy .low 
. . . . . . : ' ' ' 
compa;red to the ·.Jlational, av~ras~ 1:i~t .,a Utt:le h:igh_er tbatt tlie state aver .. -
age, The StiUwate;r; rate inc:re21-s.es by more. than.half .if the pf;fenses 
.. committed _withi:n:tl\e O~lahoma·siate Unive:tTf;ity boundades i3,re included 
bec~\1$e ·tpe campu.s · ~hQws, morEL t!lian ,.half °'of the_. c~ ty_' $. tott!.J:)ffense~, 
T~e-<:l:i.ffere~ces,bet~e19n th.~ n,U<1>1'al ·av(lrage an~:the ~ity average· 
e;~ludi,ng campus are~ ~ould be, a,;-edi ted, tq the :re~ion,i var:i,ation in 
c;ri~e rate ~it4in the nation. A p9ssible explanation ~or the higher rate 
for the cit)' aJ'llong.all c.itiel:i i.n the state could _be·that·the relatively 
la,:ge;r nUJ11ber of younger.peol)le .with.in,.the ~omm1.n;iity;_ that the~e students 
are J,IIQl'e ~pt · to colllll\:i t · su~h p:reperty offenses as, this \.st1,1dy ts deali~g 
with, 
1ci.ty~ of Stillwat~r 1 Ol<lah,oma. N~~$ltborho10 1d. Analysis , (Stillwater J 
197l)-~ J>lh Al .. A9. . 
2Il,;i.d,, pp, Jl ... JlO~ 
3 Hoover~ p, 106. · 
4Ibiq, 1 p. 79._ 
• 10 offenses 
- 30 offenses · 















Figure 2. To al Number of Burglary and Larceny per ED, 1970 
Based on Neighborhoo? Analysis, City of Sti ll ·-
water, Oklahoma, Sept., 1971 . 
30 
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The c~ime pat;e~ w;i.thin the c;i.ty varies s.ignifica,ntly among EDs, 
Those.areas ac;ljacellt to the univer$ity :show·the highest rate per unit 
area next to the u"iversity area (l;!Ds 278 ang 28). follc;,w,d by the down-r 
town commercial area. The·areas next to the university .house mostly. 
student board.ing.houses and off.campus student act;ivities such as eating 
and drinking, The areas s'l,l,rrounding the inunediat;e neighborhood of the 
u11iversity also. show relatively higher offense rates indicating that 
there.is a pi;ffusion .of delinquent activities toward.the surrounding 
neighborhood~ The second.highest Qffense rate per unit area was.observed 
in the downt9wn commedoal area wh;ich ,features a mi~ture of commercial/ 
business act;i.vit;i.es, . Othe:r area.s showing highex- rates. are the oid sector 
of town whi~h acco~~~ate a large numper of lQw income groups and poor. 
housing~ The :predominantly.;-esident;~+ areas farther'. out from the center 
of the city sh<;>w the. lowe.st :rate· while the areas fc;,l19wing the major 
arteries (SH. Sl and SH 177) which pa~s thr(;)\lgh, the cepter of town show 
avera$e · r~te~ w~ thin the . ci 1;r ,' ThQse ~ir~as with, e,<;tremely. low rates. per 
unit area were the al!'eas at the periphecy of t}:le city which incluc;le the 
airport area.and new housing development area,:; which have large amounts 
of open, land, 
Among the three offenses, burglary was ,accounted for only 25%, 
leaving 7.$% for larceny a:nd autq ... bi~ycle theft, The percentage of burg~ 
la.ry among the thr~e ._prpperty offenses for suburban c~ ties wi t}J. popula~ 
tion,betw~en 2s,ooo~so.ooo wa.s llqs9 25% and the rate.for the.same bra~ket 
of cities. in non .. suburb;m a:i;-eas was 23. 3%. 5 The Oklahoma state data show 
5Hoover, p. .l 06 • · 
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4S,1% for burglary. 6 . The higher rate for ia1;ceny and auto-bicycle theft 
for the city ,ccm1pa~ed to the state rate co\,\ld be credi t.ed to the exist,,. 
e:nce of the 1,,1niversity wi.thin the community, a higher desire for cars and 
bicycles ~9ng.the student age group an4 the magnitude of delinquency 
among students which does not go beyon~ the category of minor offenses~ 
a rather spontaneous .and advenuroµs act offense rather than serious.pro-
fit motivated breaking,,.in type of offenses. 
The 1,miversity c~pus ar~~ itslef showed an extremely high rate, 
The·total numbe'XI of offenses in th.~ three property crime category was 
7 384. Burglary was only 5,7%, the remaining 94.3% being auto-bicycle 
related theft and larceny. 
Thecoindden~e between the low monthly rate for all Index Crime for 
the city a'.l)d the .vacation .time for the university provides some under-
standing of the effect; of the large student pqpulation within the com-
munity. January, June, July and August registered the iowest rate while 
Apr;il, November. and December showed the hiihest rates. 8 Januarr is the 
winter intersession fo\t' the 4ni v,n;·si ty f and Jun~, ..J:uly and August are the 
summer term pedod with,lowest student enrollment:. April is the month 
before the final exams in the spring semester and November and December 
prece~e the interse~sion. Th,e na,1;ional f:J.gures indicate relatively high-
er rates for all Index Crime~,<;luring the summer period, June, July and 
August, while all the rates are low in November and December except 
6Ibid., p. 79f 
7captain Paul Siperiono, Department of Safety & Security, Oklahoma 
State Universit;y, Direct Communication, June .29, 1972. 
8city of Stillwater, p. J-L 
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figure 3. Crimes by Month; Rel~tionships Between 
StiHwater Average and National Average 
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The national average of police department employees for cittes 
25,000-50,000 shows an average of L7 person per 1,000 i nhabitants wiJh a 
minimum of .Q,3 and maximum of 5,6 person per 1,000 inhabitants. Still-
water shows .approximately 0.4 person per 1,000 inhabitants. 10 The aver-
age crime rate, in spite of the low police employee rate, indicat(;)s that 
the Gommunity as a whole considers itself to be high in terms of social 
and moral standards. With more than half the population relat~d with the 
9 Hoover, pp. 26- 27. 
10captain James Hill, Police Department, City of Sti llwater, Okla-
homa, Direct Communication, Jl,lne 5, 1972 and Captain Paul Siperiono, 
Depart~ent of Safety & Security, Oklahoma St~te University, Direct Com-
munication, June 29, 1972. 
university either as studept, staff or faculty, this .yiew ~eems to be 
valid, 
Overall, the crime pattel'fl for the city indicates that: 
1. The density of development in an area proportionately affects 
the crime rate in that area .. 
2, The degree of mi~ of land use also affects crime rate. 
3. The proportion of younger age group pr~sent in an area affects 
crime rate in that area. 
4, There is a g~adient of diffusion of crime rate among adjpining 
areas. 
5. The physical/social environment of an area is c;lirectly related 
to the crime rate of that area. 
Inter·relationships Among Crime Rate 
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As was dbcussed in the preceding sectiont. the university campus 
shows very high off~nse r~t~s. In offense rates involving ourglary and 
lal'ceny, the campus sh9wf) a total of 384 offenses comp1;1.red to 702 of-. 
fenses for the remaining 31 EDs inclu~ed in this stuc;ly. In view of the 
significant.sQcial/physical uniqu~ness of the campus,within the city, the 
comparative study hereinafter will .involve only 31 EDs excluding EDs 27B 






CORRELATION B~TWEEN OFFENSES 
Burglary Larceny Vandalism/Assault 
1.00 0.59 0.52 








Note: . ED 46 was eliminated from the calcµlation. It had O offenses for 
burglary, 5 for vandalism/assault, · 11 for other offenses, and 95 
for l~rceny/theft which by itself accounted for approximately 50% 
of correlation value with ot;her .. offenses, 
The total n1,1m'ber of o;ffenses fo,; the 31 EDs was 978, of wh;ich 702 or 
71. 77% were burghry and larceny, Tile highest offense rate was. observed 
for larceny (54, 18%) followed by vandalism and assault (18.441%) and 
burglar;x (17 •. 59%). All other remaining Index Crime offenses accounted 
for 9~82%. 
The resµlt of Pearson's Product Moment Correlation between burglary 
an4 larc,eny and all· other index. crime rates on an ED basis showed a cor- . 
relation coefficient 9f O. 7049 ,, This indicate~ that the probability of 
offc;mses against· the person happeninJ in an area is closely and. posi7 
tively related with the probability of property offenses occurring in 
that area, 
Thecpr:relations among burglary, larceny and vandalism show rela-
tively significant values which indicates that all these crimes are 
closely :related together in .tenn$ of geogr<;1.phic locatic;m in Stillwater. 
No attempt h~S. been mad~ to further break d9wn oth~r Index Crimes 
besides but'glary, larceny a.nc;l vandaU.sm/ assault and study ·their geo~ 
iraph~c distributien because of its si~nificantly low rate (9.82% of 




As was discussed in Chapte:i: I+I, the 111ost desirable outcome from 
this study would.be first, to understand the :i:elationship between crime 
rates .and environment and second, to predj.ct l:!,ny. future offenses with the 
knowledge thus obtain~d. The process of hypothetically understanding the 
relatiqnship was partially done in previous chapters; now, finding the 
most pr<;,per. way t<;> predict seems to l;)e necessary before. actually .pro-
cesi,ing data. 
Usually, crime rates are given in term!i of geographic location, 
number,of popula~ion, census area unit, etc. There is no way of knowing 
the.density of offense.rates for.any given arei'). unless further calcula-
tion is done, The offense rates without area bases are not effective for 
practical use.s such as·. comparing offense rates betwe~n different size of 
areas, assigning law enforeement officers, etc, In these cases, an area 
base !s a nece~sity. Tpis study will attempt tq incorporate area as a 
unit of measurement and compare off~nse rates based on the frequency of 
offenses per unit areii for each EO. 
Th.e variables suggested in Ghapter III were fi..irther analyzed an,d 
narrow~d down to five in view of inierdependency among certain variables, 
Bpl (% of parameter facing open land) ~as found to be a function of Ot (% 
of building area) beep-use, as the location of an J;lI) is closer to the 
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~eriphery of the city, so the per~entage of open.land increased thus af-
fee tin~ B Pi ani;l ot at the .same time. B p2 (number of ope;ning to target) 
and Bp3 (number of alarms at target) were eliminated because the va:v;i p • 
ables consist of another category of micro environment for which data 
were not avail ab le. Bp2 and Bp3 together with other variables pertaining 
to the building structure itself. could constitute another subject for re-
search. Bv2 (traffic count) was believed to be a function of number of 
traffic accidents in a given area and Bv2 was partially reflected.in Bvl 
(police patrols). \z. (amount of lighting) was found to be a function of 
0.2, 2 (% of commercial building arelil,) because of the predominant street 
lighting in commercial a-reas as well as the leave .. on-all-night cowmercial 
lighting custom, 
The selected variaples used for modeling are: 
S (Size of ED) Size of each ED re-scaled based on the 
av~rage size of all EDs. Value 1 would 
:i,.ndicate t}le average; 14,520,462 square 
feet or 3~333 acre. 
Ca (Actl.l.al Crime Rate) Actual offense rates for Stillwater in 
1970 for burglary and larceny have been 
re-&caled to -represent the frequency 
per unit area. This was done first as 
crime rate per unit area (average size 
of EOs), then the unit area rates for 
each E.D were re-scaled with the average 
unit area rates of all ED as l. 
CJll.(Calculated Cr~me Rate): Calct,1lated offense rates using current 
mod(;ll. 
Ot (Density of Building) 
o~1 (Density of Street) 
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Density of building area has been cal-· 
culated fir~t~ by figuring the percent-
age of b4ilding area within an EDi 
then~ re-scaling the values for each ED 
11ith the. average percentage value of 
all EDs as l, 
Street density has been calculated as a 
percentage of street area in an ED, 
following the same process as Ot. 
ot2 (Degree of Mix of Land: The degree of mix of land use has been 
Use) obtained by first, calculating the per-
Bv (Law Enfor~e!llent Rate) 
centage of commercial/business building 
area among total building area. The 
percentage values were re-adJusted·to 
ma~e 50% represent the maximum value; 
10% ~ 10%; 7~% becomes 100%-75%, repre-
sents 25%. Values obtained for each Im 
following above mentioned process was 
then re-scaled based on the average 
values for all EDs as 1. 
Law enforcement rates have been calcu-
l~ted .~ased on offiuer time per day, 
The law enforcement scheme for the city 
c9nsists of four.officers patrolling 
the city at any given time with one of~ 
ficer at large, anq the officers are 
supposed to be covering all areas. 
B5 (Percentage, of 2s .... 64 
Age G:i;:-oup) 
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eq1,1~Uy. 11 ~, SS hr,/day (4 0fficers: x 
24 hr, t 33,5 ED$) has been assigned 
for eac9 ED except EDs 42, 43 and:44 
where the police station is located .or 
immediate major access to.the station 
passes through, For these three EDs 
another.2.88 hr./day was assigned ~o~-
sid~ring the amount Qf ti~e for.the of-
ficers~ jpulllley to and from the.station 
which includes 3 shif~s plus to and 
from work (4 officers x 8 journeys x 5. 
min.), Additional offici:er time was, 
calculated base~ on total number of 
traffic accidents,in an·ED, assigning 
0. S h_rs. of o£ficer time per accid~nt. 
Tne total .number of hr./ day was re-
scaled b~sed on the averages among all 
EDs givi~g the average a value of 1. 
The percent of persons between age . 25-
64 has been used to represent the psy-
chologicd deterrent; against crime for 
each .ED, The possibilities of having 
child.;en, owniµg a house and aQequate 
income is believe4 to be higher at this 
age·group compared to other groups.over. 
11capt,:in Jall\es Hill, Direct Communication, June S, 197~. 
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64 or under 2S, Raising a family and 
paying for a property would mean great-. 
er obligation to their home envi:1;qn"' 
ment, both his belongings as well as 
others. The proportion of this age 
group in a colllJiluntty i$ believed to be 
a factor affecting the physical as well 
as the social structure of the communi, 
ty. Greater numbers .:j.n this i;i.ge group 
would work against the freedom of· of-
fenders to move about without apparent 
and proper purpose~. The percentages 
were re-scaled using average of all EDs 
as 1. 
The variable va,lues calculated fo:r each ED were tested against ac .. 
tµd offense rate using the model developed in Chapter III. The correla-
tion betwt;ien Ca 1;1.nd C was 0,83 with even correlation among large as .well m . 
as sm~ll values indicating that 68% of the tptal variance has been ex-
plained QY the model. The correlation between C and oppoi:rtunity was. 
a 
0.77 while the correlation between Ca and barrier was -0.17 indicating 
that total opportunHy was positively related to Ca explaining over 59% 
of total vadanee by its elf, and total barrier was negatively relate.d to 
ca. The two variables, oppo~tunity and barrier, compensated each other 
and increased the .amount of explanation. This conforms with. the hypoth-
esis developed earlier in this study. 
'l'ABU; Il 
CORRELATION BETWEEN PROPERTY CRIMe FACTOR$ WITtt ALL VARIABLES 
c cm a 0 B 
ca 1.00 0,83 o. 77 .,,o, 17 
c 1.00 0.75 -0.44 
m 








Note: 0 = Ot x (O.Q.l + 0~~) 
B = Bv x 85 
C : Aetual Crime Rate 
a 
C : Calcul~ted Crime Rate 
m 
O: Total OpportunJty 
B: Total Barrier 
Ot: Density of Building 
O.Q.1: Density of Street 
O.Q.i; Degree .of Mix of Land Use 








Bs: Percentage of 25-64 Age Group~ 
otl ot2 B v 
0.58 0,60 0.31 
0.58 0.56 0.02 
o. 72 0.71 0,52 
0 1 07 0.18 0~76 
0.83 0.24 0.32 















CORREiA'l'lON ~l;iTWEEjN PROPJ:!RTY·CRI!413 f/ACTORS WITHOUT ~V VARIABLJ; 
oa c 0 m 
c 
ar 
1.00 0.88 o. 77 






Note; 0 ~ Ot x (Qtl x Ot2) 
B = B s 
Ca: Actu~l Cri~e Rate 
Cm: Cal~ul~ted Orime Rate 
o: Tqtal Opportunity 
B: Total B1;1.rrier 
Ot: Density of Building 






ot2: Degree of Mix of Land Use. 
Qt o.u· 
0.49 · 0.58 
0,53 0.58 
o. 77 0. 72 






























Correlation coef. ~ ~0.75 
Trend line is appro~imate 




Pistance From City Center (Knoblock & Univ. Ave,) 
1 unit = 524.0 ft. (Ave. l)istance of EDs) 
Note: Knoblock a,nd lfni ver,si ty Avenue is the approximation of the . 
physical center of the city, which coincides ~ith the cen-
ter of high crime distt'ict, 
Iiigure 4. Relationships l3etween Crime Rate and Distance From 
the Center of the City 
43 
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CQrre 1 a,.~i,on co~f. :;: ~0,,66 
• • •• 
• 
• 
0 l 2 
Perc~nt~ge Qf Per~on$ Age 25~64 Nno~g Total Popvlation 
l unit :.i 2() .69% · 















































Residential and Commercial/Business Mix Ratio 
1 unit= 16% of either one of the group 
3 
Figure 6. Relationships Betw~en Crime Rate and the Degree of 






















Percentage of Street Are~ Among Total Area 
l unit= 0.34% 
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Percentage of Total BuUdini Are;;t Among Total · Area · 
1 1,1ni t "' 13 . 22% 
Pigu'l:'~ 8. Rela1;ionships Between;Crtme Rate and l3uilc;ling Den$ity 
47 
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Among the opportunity variable gro~p, Oi2 (~ comm1 bldg. area) 
showed the-strongest CQrfelation.with Ca' wit~ a.coef. of 0,60 followed 
by o!ll (density of siereei) with o.sa and ot (density 0£ ~ldg,) witll o.45. 
None of these correlation values ex;eed the value observed with total 
opportunity., which suggests that the model for opportunity,. Ot x (O!ll + 
o~2), was s11tisf~cto:ry and furthe:x- jugti£':i~$ compining Ou and o!l2 values 
as a ,single factor controlling th,e·effectiveness of Qt' 
Among.the barrier group, B5 (% of age 2S-64 group) showed high nega~ 
Uve cprrelation of -0.66 while Bv (police tillle/diiy) showed a low posi .. 
tive value .of o.,31. The B5 value clearly ~onfil'llled the hypoth~sis while 
the Bv value diq not .. A po$sible exph.nat:ion .for av value being posi-
tively correlated with Ga OO\llP be that existing high crime rates n~ces-
sitated positive law (;')Ilforoement ~ffort$, 
Within tlle opportup:i'ty var:f.al?le group, Ot arid Ou were highly cor,, 
relate~ with a floeffid(;):p,t.of 0,83. Thi~ was expected since a,n inGreased 
atn()unt of bµildi1'g in an a:J:"ea wouid necessitate an increased amo1,mt of 
street in th«;i a:rea. 11; was f<;>\lpq that no significant r~lationsl,.ip.e:x:~ 
istec;l between Ot and O !l:Z or OU anq O R.Z which means that the rercentage 
of cpmmercial/bu,5,iness ~st~blishment in an.a:rei:i, is not necessarily a 
funqtion of either the density of building~ in that area or the density 
of streets ip that area. This·seems to be true and confirms tl\e fact 
that :rezoning of land for co;mmercial purposes is being exercised almost 
regardles~ Qf i,ts location or eJ1:hting land 4se, 
Within the .barrier group, Bv and Bs ~howed a negative correlation 
of .-0.~l. This me@s that even though the.value itself is not signifi.., 
cant~ these two variables are not working tqgethe:r as a barrier~ B was s· 
negi;itively correlated with Ca which tends to cc:mfi:rm the hypothe~is, but 
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Bv we,s positively correlated wi tli ca·. which co~n~ers the hypothesis. The 
reason for Bv being positively.~or~elatec;l with Ca could be, as s~gie.sted 
before, that more law enforcement is being ex~rcised where thete is:more 
crime. Removing Bv frqm ba?rier group, ustµg only 85 as a barrier, cor-
relatipn b~tween Cm ancl Ca registered a correlation 0.88 explaining over 
78% of total varian,qe, an improvemei:it of CL O!;i over the correlation with 
Bv included in barrier group. Al though the result i.tself suggests re-
moval of Bv from barrier group, it is believed that precise measurement 
of Bv would help il)lp:x-ove the mod.el because Bv is an undeni~~le factot in 
crime. In tl)is stµdy ,. the values for Bv use4 for the J11odel we:r;-e the only· 
ones that included sQme guess work in the absence of a~curate data. All 
the othel' variabi~.s were highly.depen4able d,u~ to the n1:1,ture of the data. 
This study was oriented t;ow~rd verify~ng only those factors con-
tribut;i.ng to.the effect of envire>n111ental·o:pportunities affecting property 
crimes. But ~he unexpectedly hiJh cofrelation ~oefficient of 0,82 was 
obtained betw~en all lndex Crtm~s r~ported and Cm. This ~ould be par-
tiaily explained by th~ fact that the thre~ major prope~ty crimes pro~ 
posed for this s~udy.occupy qver 70% of ~otal crime, and the:re is a cor-
relation of Q.70 betweeµ~rope:rty crimes and all other Index crimes, 
among which vandalism and assault accounted for more than 60% (vandalism 
and ass au~ t are offenses dif:j:er~mt. f:r13m property crimes) ~ But since. the 
nature of crime is closely related to its environment~ these could have 
been included in the study from the very beginning, Howeve~, offenses 
against persons would have necessitated the :Lntroq.uction of v11riabl.es 
such as personal histo:ry,and so on for which the author did not attempt 
to hypothesize anything. 
In;ei-~relaUonship$ Amcmg Crime PatterP; ~nd 
'IJr\lap. Physic·~l ~nvironment 
so 
The patterr,. observed in terms of frequency per unit ai:ea for the 
9ity clearly shows thi:t1: a dist1;1.nqe·de<;ay rule is working for crime~ Thh 
coincides with the idea that "Oµr crime is.a prff!9ominantly ur'ban phenome .. 
non. 1112 The city itself demon~trates the id~a in,a micro spectrl,llD., The 
correlation between the f:r~quency of crime an4 the distance from,ihe cen-
ter of ~ity showed a.negative valµe of 0.75 inqicatini that the'l'e is a 
signi£iqant correlat~on between the distanc~ from the center anq the ,fre.,, . 
qµency · of ~rime, ' This c<:>nforms to the £inding of Shaw and Mckay in . their 
Chicago :,tµdy ~ 13 · 
Th.e ;t;l;lt~s pe:r \lnit arej varhd £:roiµ 0,01 t;Q 3~Q8 witbiin the city and 
up tQ 9,6B in the a~pµs ~omparecl to avera.g~ value of 1.00 indicating 
21.35 offenses per l,000 acre per year. 
Among the sign~:f';l.~ant featij'.l"es that related mo~t closely with the 
crime rate were the.degree ot,mi~ of la.nd ~se apd the perce~t~ge of mid~ 
dle age grroup in a ;commu.nity. ED ~SB, showing the highest i;,ff c~pus 
crime rate, fe~tures a concentra.tiQn of .dive,::sified non·resid~mtial ac-
ti vi ties to which 44% of tota,l bui.lding area was devoted. This is t~e 
area co11,taip:Lng .about the .half .of th~ city's 'beer joints., wi~h regular 
r~staurauts,. record shops, a theate:r;-, ~?Jlle tooms, ; flodsts, anlti. a phoio 
shov; dl')' cleaner, an4 travel a~ent, etc,, wi~h frate:rn.ity:and sorority 
ho\Jses and· a lot of ·.boarding hQuses. A fr~quepcy of 3. 68 times , above the-. 
l 2R,,~sey Clat'k, "Foreward," aar'bara N. Mclennan, editor, p. ;xi, 
13qif;ford R, Shaw and: flenry D ~ Mckay, Juvepile De1inquencr and Urban 
Ar,as, Uni vers:ity of Chicagg Press (Chicago';41~69), p, ?8. ..,.,..,,_ 
0 0.01 - 0. 50 
® 0.51 - 1.00 
~ 1. 01 - 2.00 
• 
2. 01 - 3.00 
• 
3. 01 - over 
1.00 = 21.35 offenses 
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Note : Values i n ciLcle_ indicate predicted C values . m 





average crime rate was observed for ED 388 compared to a -maximum of 2.76 
ov~r ave+age in downtown ED 44 which features a stereotype commercial 
area with clothes shops, shoe states, household good stores, a bank, 
theater, restaurants and other business offices . 82% of the total build-
ing area for the ED was devoted to commercial, 
Figure 10. A Selected View in ED 38B 
Figure 11. A Selected View in ED 44 
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The areas showing high crime rates next to downtown commerical areas 
are, ED 38A, 36, 39 and 37. An interesting characteristic of ED 38A, 
which is a~jacent to the campus, anq ED 38B is that the area is almost 
exclusively (except for 5% of the total building area) composed of fra-
ternity, sorority or other apartment units usually occupied by students. 
ED 36 has a supermarket, a hospital, professional offices, and a number 
of small shops such as .drug store and photo shop with most of the area 
(90% of total building area) in housing residential units. 
Figure 12. A Selected View in ED 3$A 
5'4 
Figure 13. A Seieeted View in Btl 38 
ED 39 is a pred0'mitta'ritly st~dent apartment distfict but features the 
sec011d largest e0Yice'ti,t.riH0'H t:jf b~e:b joittts wi tfi±n: tfie ei ty with otfier 
ad.i!vities such'. as ~ re-M-a.ur."ant ,, smali grtkety _, 1iqtiof' stot"e, beauty 
pari0~1 fadi0-TV sfte'1:l &i~tele s~op1 ete. 1 wnfcfi o~~~pied 22% of total 
building area f0t tHe Efi. THe area sh~w~d a higfi~t mi~ of residential 
and co'mmercial together wi th ED 37, yet sltowe~ a lesser crime rate com-
pared to ED 38A. The possible e~planation oould be that while the 
st.teets in ED 38B arld 3'8A are mes-Uy a natt·ow residential type of streets 
whieh were being dvet-ctowded by the need for commetcial artd large apart-
ment units , major stre~ts for EDs 39 artd 37 are four lane highways or 
widet stre~ts enough f0t street parking; the streets are not so over-
crowded as in EDs 388 and 3SA. 
E~ 37; with commercial bui ldirtgs occupying 27% of total building 
area; ndtises a lot df gas stations, hamburger joints and governmental of -
fice btdldihgs, besides the regular cdmm·er¢ial features described for ED 
44 . Although some of these ki nd of acti vit i es do not seem to create a 
SS 
very attractive setting tor crime, the extremely high degree of mix of . 
land use se.ems to c~eate enough interest amqng of;fende;rs. All :of the EDs 
mentioned aboye, EOs 3$8, 38A, 44,. 36, 39 .and 37 show c;rime rates of more 
than t\'fice the average rate. 
. ' 
AJ!long the EQs. showing .crime rates between the;city,average and twice 
t}?.e average rate ~re EDs 27A, 45, 42 ,. 31, 40, 49, 46, and SO· in.· descend-
ing or~er.pf crime rates. These EDs could rough~y: be divided intp three 
categqrie~. EDs 4~, .45 and 40 are predoll\inantly c;lowntown commerical and. 
grocery shopping, EDs 27A and 31 are almost .exclusively housing and are 
located ~ight .,next . to the camp1,1s, and I;Ds 46, 49 and. SO are residential 
areas f~;rthe:r: -out :f'rom the· center ·of th.e city housing low ;i.rtcqme grO\lPS 
and elderly peo~le with the highest percentage of dilapidated housing 
. h .. h . 14 w1t.;i.n t e c1t,y, · 
Among EDs 42, 45 and 40, ED 4i,is largely non~residential with large 
car dealership~, a school, . a bus- stati.on and other stores. In _a sense, 
ED 42 is a relativ,ely-una"t:tractive area .compared to the llilrge amount. of 
commercial .features,· because. of the kind of establishments. A .state 
highwjty .cuts across · the ~rea with railroads passing through also.. ED 45 
is the part of .co~ereia.1 district toward the old sector. of town whtch 
houses old structures with e~~e:rly pe9ple f~.a:turing lesser glamQrqus com-
mercial actJvi"t;ies :such as :fu;rniture stores and h~rdware. stores with 62% 
of commerciaJ. EP 40 h,as two large supermarkets, a cquple of gas sta-
tions, a car7wash, the local teliephcme company .warehouse, and a fe\i 
trailer .homes. ED 40 i;l.oes not seem to offer-much visil?le attraction but, 
the fact that 29% of the totjil building area .is commerdal and that it is 
14City of Stillwate~, pp~ G4-GS. 
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right next to the university seems to explain the more-than-average crime . 
rate. 
Figure 14. A Selected View in ED 42 
Figure 15 . A Selected Vi ew in ED 43 
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ED 27A and 31, both of which features the commercial building per- ' 
centages below seven are predominantly residential. A difference between 
these housing areas and other areas could be that the area is right next 
to campus; this seems to be the only visible reason for the high crime 
rate. 
EDs 46, 49, and 50 are located at the southern boundary of the city 
which is the old sector. With relatively low quality housing and bad 
drainage during the rai ny season, and with a somewhat unattractive 
housing and creek running to the south, the area offers the lowest rents 
within the city. These EDs show less than average crime rate within the 
city. 
Figure 16. A Selected View in ED 49 
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Figure 17. A Selected View i n ED 50 
Figure 18. A Selected View i n ED 32 
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Figure 19. A Selected View in ED 258 
For the rest of the city, the crime rate per unit area decreases as 
an ED gets farther from the center and as the percentage of open land in 
an ED increases (not only within the ED but also around it), and as the 
land use approaches 100% residential . 
Those EDs showing crime rates between the lowest and the average are 
located in between the low and high crime rate areas. One characteristic 
of these EDs is that they have 5- 18% commercial buildi ng areas and share 
one of the two major accesses in the city. 
Overall , the crime pattern coincides with the degree of urbanization 
and degree of mix of land use in an area, whether in terms of the types 
of activities or the kinds of people living in it. The uniqueness of a 
student population serving as the nucleus in terms of location and fre-
quence of crime rates does not hamper the overall hypothesis because it 
is not necessarily the student population that affects the crime rate, 
but rather the physical pattern created to meet the student population. 
This could be re-emphasized with the example of EDs 22A, 23 and 25B which 
h@use a lal;'ge stui;l~nt fQPUl(;).tion yet,d.is:Play lpwei crime ;rat~s,clue to 
pre~omip,an:Ur silli~e .pUJ.l)OS~ iand use i:l.1ld the .low depdty q;f\c:levelf()pmtflt.,. 
Furtherm<:lre, the correlation .was ,:,ela ... 
. . ' .. ' 
tive,ty even. th',l!'oµs;ho1Jt high and low .crime are~s without skewing app:i;-eci-
al:>ly (figure 20) •. But th~xe were few isolated cases of l~rge diffe~ences 
betwe«:m CJ!l aqd C~.: The highesrt diffel'ences were foJJncl ii s;lx J~Ds (42B, 
30, Sl, l2, 36 1i1,n4 46) whe:i;-~ th@ pw1::'<;\ir-.r1;~<;1. V?clU~~ were m9re than ,.SQ% 
above,or bel<;>wthe ~ptual valµes~ Ano~he;r;- ;Eiv1:1 EOs (FA, 40, 45,.and so~ 
4h:Pla:yec;I 2$% .. ~0% · diftt:t"~nee;; between ,Cm. a.nd ca,, 
The eas~s.w:lth high rem(l;nip' W1e:x:;pla;i,pe~ Vqriani;:e~ c9uld be 
crciH,U ted ,ithe:r ~~ a.n imp~o:pe;r weiJhing ,Qf vadable~ or to a -Jae~ ~:I; 
nee~ij~arr viu;-iaPhs ~ The~~ p:r:fi!blems are notioecl. :Ln several pOs as fpl ... 
lows. 
l. EDs 278, 30. al\d 3~ 1wh:i.ch showed hi~he~t, Cm value 1above ca h,acl no, 
commercial areas,• It; ·was hypothesized 1;1,t; the beiinn:Lng of the , 
mod,eU:p.g t;hat. zf:lro. commer,cial does n~t neces,sa:rily ,mean zero .10 .. 
ca.t.icnal a.dvantaies, so t1'e res:identi1;1.l ht;,mPgenei ty q.icl not re;,. 
ceive any p~:r~i,a~la:r;- attent:i-Qn in the m~(iel, .. Jn view of Jh.ese 
J:Ds~. the we;i..ghing qf percentage qf c<,:>mmerdal activities seems 
to need fµ;rther, investigti-t:ion at tl'le low end of its scale, 
2, EDs 31 and 36 sll-oweq. cm yalue ·bell)W Ca, . These areas are located 
r~ght next to the highest crime area in the.citYr anc!. it seems 
.1ik, tne ~ffect; of permanent p;rocess nee<;l.s to be further in" 
co:t:')_:)Qrate<;l. in the Jllodel, 
Act:\lal R,ate 
Predjctt4 ~a~e """'- ......... 
Cor~elation coet. ~ 0.8844 
"'% .• ,:,, 
C:r:i.me Ra.te (l1urglary & Lal,"ceny/Theft) 
1 unit~ 21.~s 9ffenses/l,OOO ac,e/year 
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EDs 35 and 40 showed C vaiues above C . A possible e:;icplanation m · a 
coµl~ be drawn froni, the kind of no;n-residenUal st~ctures in 
' . . . . . ' 
the area, ED 35 has a municipal hospitfl.l and doctors' clinics 
as its major nQn-residential structure, ED 40 has a telephone 
w1;1.rehouse 1 three gas stations and two car.washes which make up 
most of the non-residential structures a~art from two small 
supermarkets. The question is·the effect on the environmental 
opportunity for crime of these types of facilities compared to 
r~gular cqmmercial and/or drinking and entertainment types.of 
facilit;:ies. The current model did not distinguhh between dif-
ferent non-resideptial activities; they were all included in the 
conun~:1;cial cat.egor:y, and it h believed that the m<::>re uniform 
tl'eatment in the ~urrent m<;>del has. brought higher Cm values in 
EOs 35 and 40 which is believed to have less attr~ctive types of 
non-re~id~ntial activities from the potential offenders' peint 
of view, 
The pu+pose. of the model was twofoldi fi~st, to assist understand-
ing of .the relationships ,l:>etween environmental opportunities and crime, 
ap,d second~ to µtilize the information to predict any future crime. The 
mooel s~ems to have provi<;led an. acceptable explarnition in the first re-
spect, but it does not incorpo~ate a predictive capacity because data for 
all the va;r:l,.ables for any future time are unobta:l,.nable and hypothetical, 
It is believ;ec;l that the model needs further.development in order ti;> 
be of. aJJ.y pxedicti ve value. .Development of , a &imul a tion mode.l , is one 
possible, way of serving the purpose, 
CHAPTER V 
DEVGLOPMENT OP fHE SIMULATION MODEL 
D:j..ffusi9n of Delinquent Activities 
As was noticed in Figure·. 4 and subsequent discussions in Chapt~r IV, 
the patt~rn for property crime in¢lic2ltes that there. is a grad'l.lal decline 
of offense rat~s among adjoining areas from the core of th~ city toward 
the periphery, The variables founq to be.signif:j..cant+Y related to the 
I 
crime rate were those ~l~o clos~ly relate~ to urban growth, Changes in 
c:i;i~me patterm; seem to be inevitable s:i.ni;:e the ti.roan environment is a 
cl.yn~ic setting, an,d thus e11vironmen:tal opportqnities chaI).ge. 
Although th~re exist zoning regulations, they usua11y describe the 
max:j..mUlll o~ minimum boµndaries of physi~al qevelopmen~~ furthermore, the. 
regulations are subject to ohanie by and/or thrQu,h political-economic 
pressures. The spatial distr:j..butions of urban functions are those of 
dynamic interaction and so is the crime pattel'Jl pecause it is a paTt of 
the t9tal urban mechanism. 
An analogy to chaµ~es in ~rime patterns could be found in an 
"anticipa.tion-tu:rnover-stabUizing" process utilized by Serry in exall)-
ining socio-~conomic patterning. 1 During a prospecttve change or closing 
down of a space, due to a failure of some kind qr some other problem, the 
1Brian .J. Berry, "Internal Structure of the City,'' Internal Struc-
ture. £! th~ City, Larry S, Bourne, e,;U.tor, Oxford University P'fess (New 
y o;r~, 197i'f, PP. 6~- 7 4. 
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own~l' ca:t;es l,~s &l\d ~:i.lapidaUon $tarts, cout!m.\es throµghQut; the turn.- : 
over.phase wHb lowe;1; :l'ent, a"P:d then·w;ith, :ne~ owner o~cu:i,ying the va .. 
cated sp-.ce, the ·pa.tte,rn sta.bU!ZCi!S with a diffe~ent chara~ter, q.ep~mdins 
upcm the. type of new fa~ili ty .· The deg:ree of dilapidation (lo~erin~ of 
rent;) and. c;h~n.ges in th,e character of.facpities could be analogous to 
the d.egl;'ee pf chan~es in einvironmenta,l opport1.mi ties: less surveillance 
c;:reated by. decre.a~ed fee Ung of attachment. to the space· expecting tu111- . 
ov,r of Olffl.ership whic~ brings about a.n unstabilized physical ancl social 
atm9sphere, al'}d lJlore. t1;1::r~et value with increaije<;l mi;ic rat:i..Q am9ng differ-
ent; facilities. 
In the .event of any physical ·cha:nges~ wh~ther a house on a vacant. 
l<;>'t .or a shol' ini;teac;,t · Qf a residenc~ ~ the:fe is a time lag between the . 
phf~ical change:; a:qd ohanges in the t~tal envirqnmeJ'l.t. First of aP, any 
chMges J,n phy-sic;a.l ;form take tim~,. ave11 ~fter · the physical cha.nges it .. 
would tal<;e q\lite s~me time befc;rrf!' the Jmpact pf ,the changid physic.al·. 
~truc\~te wa$ felt in. tel'Il'l~ qf its env:i.;i:,-onment in the volume and charac-
te+ of traffic, :Ln the ~ttituc;le Qf peijple with.in and t9wa:rd th~ a:rea, and 
SQ on, . Aetually •· it cpuld be sai4 t;hat a change in crime ·patt~rn is 
something that may follow changes in the physical environment. It is be· 
lieved thll~ the change~ ,in crime pattern could be simulated by simulating 
thf) cnanges .:i,n the major v1;1.riables f(\,und in the study ·so far •. 
Simulati<:\ln ~odel 
The simulation mpdel is qesigned prima.rily on the basis of the ex-
., . . ,,. . 
pan~:i:on of economic llGtivitie~ and changes in the· :residential st:ruct;ure ·. 
which are.believed to oe mo:re,dynamic and abundant than other factors, 
such a~ chan~es in the are~ of stre~t~ Th~ ~h~ies,in the 4ens.ity .of 
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total building areil, and street are indirectly incorpoI1ated in the model 
because they are relaied to other factors such as overall population in-
crease and the business expansion in a community. 
As was witnessed in Table III, the highest correlation with actual 
crime rate was, inverse to the percentage of 25-64 age group (B) followed 
by mi~ ratio of l~nd \lSe (OJ!.2), stireet dimsity (Ou) and building density 
(Ot). Within the ~elected variables, high positive cor"relation was found 
between Ot and Ou and a noticeable negative correlation between. B and 
oJ!.2 while the rest showed insignificant correlation. 
Since the gllowth Qf a community is primarily due to the increase in 
population and the subsequent increases in the volume of economic activi-
ties within the community, it wUl be natural to simulate urban growth in 
terms of changes in population a:r,.d economic activities. The crime rate 
shares the same factors as those indicated in Table !II, only in.a m<:>di-
fied scale, including tp,e changes in population in terms of the incumbent 
age group~ and changes in economic activities in terms of the degree of 
mix of land use. While these two variables are found to be most signifi-
cant, they are of.contrasUng nature (as was found in p1;eceding studies) 
showing a negative correlation of ~0,41. An increase of commercial 
tivities in an area would ~ecrease_the number of ~iddle age group in that 
area. 
As for the density of sireets and buildipg, the changes will be much 
slowe.r and they could be represented by the .other two variables, p_opula-
tion and economic activities, The density of streets anp buildings is 
. something that is bel~eved to increase steadi.ly in propo:rtion to increase 
of population aµd economic activities, which in return could be related 
to total increase in cr;i.me. Since the simulati_on mo4el i.s concerned with 
the paiter:ri of distribution of e~pected increase in crime, the introduc-
tion of the two variables, density of both streets and b1..rUdings; is be-, 
lieved to be· a dupHcati9n, 
The contagion of crime will be .simulated following the steps des-
cribed below. 
1. Assign 10% annual increases. in total property crime which was 
found to be tJle.average annual percent increase during 1~60-70. 2 
The increase will be assigned using random m,imbers with a proba.., 
bility that the increase is proportionate to the existing crime 
rate in an area.. It could be assumed that an area with a higher 
crime r~te already has hi~h environmental opportunities and that 
the area is apt to be a tariet of new offenders. It could also 
be said that such an ~rea with .obviously high clevelopment is apt 
to see more development which in turn woulci, add to the opportu-
ni~y tn th~t a;rea, 
21 In the absence of rellable data conce+ning the diffusion rate of 
crime, an assuroptiqn of 2$% annual diffusion is made as; follows; 
the na.tional average hou,sing turnover.rate was found to be 19% 
for all ages and 20% for persons age 25-64, 3 This means that 
average . annu1:1.l change in the pe;rcentage of persons age 25-64 in 
an,area is 40%, and/or.~ 20% change in,the barrier variable used 
for conce:pt 1,1al mode ling. 
The annual average increase in the volume of construction 
211Table No. 216, Crim.e and Crime Rate, by Typel960 to 1970," The 
American Almanac, for 197~, Bureau of Census, u~s. Department of Com-
merce. ·Grqsset & Dunlap publishers (New York, 1972)~ p. 140, 
311Tab!e No. 41, Mobili 1:Y Stat~s of the Population Characteristics 
1969 a.nd 1970," The American Almanac (New Yorl<~ 19n), p, 34. 
for the 19S9-1Q69 period was 2.5% meas~red by an index of physi~ 
cal voium, for 19~7,...59 a~ 100~ 4 The new construction~ wheth.er 
housing oi non ... res:idential would change the physic1;1J environ-
ment, and thus the opportu11ity ya:riablei 
The composition of two variables woulp produce many differ-
ent types of si tuatio1'.1 depe'I}ding l.1,pon the . original . composition 
and the di;rection of new cl)al).ges. At one.extreme, with ;:i.n in-
crease in construction in the non-residential category (thus in-
c;reasing the opportunity va.riabh) a.nd changes in age grqup 
te11ding toward the reduction 9f the 25~64 age group in an area 
(thus decl'easin~ the barrier variaQle) the total. change in en-
vironmental opportunity co~ld be asswned as ~.5(%) x 20(%) ~ 
~0(%). At another e;treme, all the changes could happen in such 
a way .that there may be a 0% change in the envirC1mnental oppor-
tun:j.ty in an area •. 
With one extreme of 50% ~hange and another e~treme of 0%~ 
the average of 25% was taken as an approximation of annual 
changes in the environmental opportunity,. and thus·· the potent;ial 
of changes in the diffusion rate fqr crim,e~ 
3, Migratton within EDs will happen in,t~e following manner: a, 
Each urban migran~ w;i. n pehave according to a migration prob a- · 
bility field (Figure .21), The migration fied will be shifted 
about so tha.t ~ach migrant would 1:>e regarded as located at the·. 
point indicated by X, The numbers in the blocks show where the 
411Table No. 1084, Value of New Construction 1957-1959 Prices, and 
Ind,ex o:f Physicat. Volume: 1950-1970," The American Almanac (New York, 
1~72), p, 6$8. __,.... 
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mii:rB.llt b to move depending on wh:lch n'1Jllber ;is selected. for h.im 










:for a typical migrant 1 and the ·.location .of the same numbe:r on 
the. migration field gives the destination of the iµigrant rel.a-
ti veto his current position x. rhe crime migration field is 
designed aft~r the negro ~igration field used for Merrill's 
study of negro migration in Seatt~e. 5 
' 
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·, 
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Figure 21. A probability Model of Crime Migration Field 
5 Br~an ,I~ Berry ap.d Frank E. H~rton. GeQsraph
1
ic Perspective ~ 
Urban ~;r.~tem, Pren'1;:ic~ Hall, Inc, (~ew Jersey, 1970), :pp, ·426-428~ 
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The migri;'l~~on field oould be called an informatic;m field or 
an opportun:J. ty field, The idea is that a person's informaUon . 
about physi~a~ environment will decrease as th~ distance in-, 
creases from his original ope,ration field, Another point is that 
there is a general di~ta.nce decay rule working in terms of the 
dispersion of delinquent activities which is partially confirmed 
by the seographic~lly continuous and gradual changes in crime 
rates (figure 2). The above mentioned ideas were incorporated 
in the. field by assignini more numbers to the·. locations close to 
X (curren't; location). The desree of probability in relation to 
distance was derived from Figure 41 and the overall form of the 
field has been d~riyed from Figure 2 which indicates that the 
greatest geographic dispersion in Stillwater is to the north 
followed by west and east with least dispersion toward south. 
b. Randomly selected numbers, as many as there are crime 
migr11nts, are used to choose specific destinations. Bµt whether 
the intended migration will happen or not will be .decided de-
pending upon the accetability of the area destined. The accept-. 
abi 1i ty of an area will depe:p.d upon the , characterist~cs of the . 
area in terms of its ·physical-social environment. The two vari-
ables .used fQr deterJDining the dispersion rate will be used for 
the determination .of acceptability in an area. Degree of ac-
ceptability could be measured by dividing the percentage of non-
residential building area by the percentage of 25-64 age group. 
It was found that a predominantly residential area with low per-
centage of non~residential building area us~ally has a high per-
centage.of 25-64 age group yielding a low value (acceptability), 
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Where the mi~ ratio of land use is high, the percentage of 25-64 
~ge group is generally low an~ t~e value (aGceptability) is 
high, 'l'he total nUJll9er <;>;f person$ in 1970 in the u.s. was 
203,16p,OOO of which 89;765,000 (44% of total) was aged between 
25-64. 6 The total building construction in the·U,S. during the 
pe:r;io4 1950-1970 was 318,470 million dollars among which 139,17S 
mill,ion dollars (43. 7% of total) was non-residential construc-
tion. 7 The volu~e of new construction during the 20 year period 
was used to approximate the .aver~ge per;entage of :non-
residential building area among total building areaf The aver-
age acceptl:!-bqity base(:! on the above m~ntioned averages is 
43,7(%) t 44(%) = 1,00, An acceptabiltty value 1.00 represents· 
those average locatio:qs where crime rates are believed to be 
average, and the resistanee against crime is also believed to be 
average. 
Acceptability va.lues (hereinafter to be called Av) for each 
ED will be rounded off using 0~25 as a unit of measurement, The 
reason for using A 0,25 (25% of A 1.00, found to be the aver-
v. v 
age v~lue) as a unit of-measurement is to comply with the idea 
of 25% annual diffusion rate set previously, The idea is that 
the turnover rate of crime is closely related to t~e changes in 
the ~ondition which enables the turnover of criminal activities. 
(1) Av 1.00 will be used as.a basis for determining the 
611Table No. ~1, Population by Age and Sex, 19q0 and 1970 ,'' The 
. ' -American Almanac, fQr 1974~ p. 23, 
711Table No, 1084, Value of New Constrqction in 1957-!59 Price;;~ and 
Index of Physical Volume: 1950 to 1970,'' The. Americ;m Almanac, for 
1972, p. 658, .........-
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degre, of acceptability; the location with Av 1.00 o+ ~hove will 
en~ble mi~ratiqn at first cont~ct. 
(~) Those lqcati9ns w~th Av less.tpan 1,00 will .not re-
ceive migration at first contact. Every contact with these 
areas will increase the Av by O. 25, 11nd when the s.uccessi ve con-
tac1;s have been made to increase the value up to 1.00, migration 
will be .accomplished. The re~son for adding Av 0,25 for every 
unsuces~flll contact is, as explained befo.re, because the at ... 
tempt~cl migration, in reality, is an attempt of socio-economic 
forces to infiltrate the area 1;1.nd change the environm,ental op-
portunity in that area. even tho4gh an attempt might fail at 
the first time, a suc.cessive attempt within. sho;t pe;riods of 
time often yields a iransac;tion among the parties involved be ... 
cause attempts are usually made when there are iigns of ~roba-
bilityt The exact amount of Av to be in~rea~ed per contact is 
subject to further empirical study. For the current study, it 
is tentatively assume~ that each conta~t.will increase.one unit 
of A (0,25). 
v 
(3) Those areas adjacent to the areas with Av above 1.00 
will .automatically be given Av 0.2S. This measure is taken to 
accomodate the idea of the distance decay rule working in urban 
development'. It is unlikely that an aJ;1ea right .next to the 
average development has zero development. The assignment of Av 
0.25 to previously zero value areas will partially reflect the 
natural geographic growth of urban areas. 
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Hypc;,theti.cal Example of tbe .. Model 
A$siµne that the total number of offenses are 100, di~tributed spa-
tially as in Figure 22. The nwnbers in each block indicate the numqer of 
9ffenses per year at that location. · 10 offenses (10% annual increa~e) 
will be added to the total number wi tll the probability that an area wiU 
rec(live ~Y increase is pre>portionate to the ,block's current offense 
rate, wh~ch i~ the-sam~ in percen1;.age as 'frhe offense.is in.number. In 
order to 4se rC:U1dom n1,1rnbers . to locate the increases, the ·.probabilities 
are first acc~ulated as whole integers, from 1 t~ 100, as illustrated in 
Figute 23. each Qfiginal offense · is : assigned a number; . the third · block 
frC?:m the left in the fil'st rowJ1alii 3 of the 100 offem;es, identified by 
number 1 .. ~, and therefore.has 3 perc~nt chance pf being chos~n as.a des-
tination of the :n,ewlY ad,dfl)d offenses. If ra11dom number lJ 2 o:r 3 com~s 
up th,t offense will be. asdgned to the th.ird blocl< in the first :r~w ~ 
For the ·.incl'ease : of 10 <:rl!f~n~es lO ;r;an4om numbers (ire nee9~d ~ As-
sume that, from a table of random nwnbers, the numbers (,9J SJ 45J 26~ 89,-
37, 9, 43, 77 and 50 ·wer~ ootaine4~ The first :qumbe;r, 69J falls in the 
fifth block in the ;fifth raw in .Figure 23 •. The· second number J 5, will 
fall in the-Jo1.111th block in the·fi~st rQw. This process is continued un-
til all 10 rando!II ,n1,1mbers are U$ecl, The final distdbution of the in-
creased offenses :i.s shQWll by,the small ,marks in various blocks.in Figure 
23, The offenses per block after this immigration are shown in.Figure 
i4. Th,e·lar~e num~,:als in the blc::,cks in figure.24 indicate the updated 
number of.offenses _aftev 10% increas~_has been adqed. 
3 6 0 
'' 
3 3 2 3 
0 2 7 4 
0 8 7 1 1 3 
2 1 5 4 6 4 13 0 
I 
1 2 3 3 1 
0 
Flgure ~2. Offense Fr~quencies · 







Figure 23. Distributiop, of Offenses 
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Di£fusi1;m of Offerises -,,, 
Twenty,d;i Vf.,'l perc~nt pf the of:f:enies Qf ea9,h bloi::k, rpunded off to 
the nearest whole number, are taken as potential migrant offensesff The 
rounding off yields a total of 18 potential migrl;!.nts~ as indicated by the 
small :italic numbe·rals in figure 24. Diffusion from th.e three blocks 
marked (a), (b) and (c} will be used to illust;rate ,the process. Assl).me 
the,rjlndom numbers obtained for-the si:)!: potent:i,.al offenses are 77, 32, 
36, so, 60 and 89. The fipst migration from(~) is represented by the 
random number 77. This proviqes a .. location one block down. and one block 
to the right of the migrant's origi~, X in Figure 21, to (d). 
the block (cl) is l,2S (F;tgure 25), so the migration is made. 
The A of v '' 
The-second 
migra.n'ts randQm number f:r<.>m c~, :j.s 52 indicating the direcVon is '\:WO 
blo~k$ up and two blocks to the left of th~ migrant's origin X ~ccorqing 
to Figure 21 to the block marked Ce). Blocl< (e) shows zero Av, so the 
migration is not accompU.shed, instei;id, the cQntact increases Av O i 25 for 
the block Ce). Thf;l fi;r,st miijrant, from (b) wUl move to (f) which ha$ Av 
1. 25. The second migrant from (b) wil 1 not move to (g) which has Av 
a.so, but the contlict will :j..n,crease Av for (g) by 0,25 to 0,75, The 
migrant f;rom (c) will fail to move to (h) but increase A for (h) to O, 50 
v 
f;rqm 0~25, The seco:p.d migra~t from (c) wil;J. be unable to JIIOVe to (g) but 
~ncrease the A for (g) up to 1. 00, which means tha~ (g) is prepareq to v ' 
receive any ;future mi~ration. The increase of Av up tp 1.00 in (g) will 
induce a qre~tion of Av 0,25 in the ac;ljoining block (i). The actual move 
is indicated. by solid lines an4 unsuccessful attempts are shown by broken 
lines, 
Although the,values used for the model have used Stillwat:er data, 
the .model used the dat;;i. only.to the extent of explaining an ex~ple of 
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crime diffusion in one year ~pan •. Long range simuiation seems io be use-. 
less at this point due to the al:>sepce of such data, and subsequent 




The prime objective of this study was to verify the existence of 
relationships between property criJI)e rate anc,l physical environment. The 
effect of physical.envi,:onment in bringing about actual commitment of. 
property.crime was conceptualized as those which eneourage offense~ 
(oppe>rtunity) and those which discourage offenses (barrier), Tendif~ 
ferent variablE;ls were defined for the purpose of describing phy~ical en-
vironmEl)nt of which only·four were foµnd to be significa:ntly related with 
property crime, Among the finding~ \'Jere that; density .pf building, 
density of street and mix ratio of land us~ in an area relatE:l posHively 
with property crime ;pate :i.;n the arei;i, aml that percentage of persons age 
2$-i64 works negatively, A dista:r1,~e p.ecay function was observed between 
property crime rate and the distance from the center.of the city. A 
simulati9n of diffusion of property crime rate was attempted based on the 
concept of opportµnity and barrier,. 
Al t:tiough crime and ;l ts associated cause;1s hiive raised a variety of 
interests among many disciplines in many different directions in the 
past~ much of the understanding and benefit have been limited within the 
parameter of punitive or corrective prevention, It was only recently 
that an effort has been mad~ to relate crime with its physical environ-
ment providing some basis for mechani~al prevention. The research into 
phy~ical environment, current+Y metnioned, is an extension of criminology 
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in which an offe-qdei,'s past history :j..n relation to h!s social apd phys~ .. 
cal el').vironment is ana,~yied, · Phy~ic~l ~mv:ironment has been generaUy 
recognized as a factor that ~ffe~ts ~ per~on's psychology and per~eption 
of values as an inseparable·factor from the life style of a community. 
But physical environment, synthesized ;:i.s an environmental opport1,1nity in 
this st\.\dy, has l;>een shown to l;>e responsible for the materialization of 
potentials for deUnquency, 
Due to the unavailability ,of cumulative data for ml:!-:nY of the factors 
relate.cl to the physical envirpnment, statist;i.cs al,out the volume anli 
changes in buildings and their uses, streets, etc., on a small area unit 
basis, this study )1as ~hown the e:f;fect of envirt;mmental opportunity on 
crime only on somewhat·. U.mi te~ sc~,J.e ~ The .simul atiqn model was· developed 
in order to utilize SQJ11e of the unq.e;rstandings for practical purposes, 
Here again, due to the lack of long term statistics concernipi diffusion 
rates 1;1nd the diffusion pattern of offenders, the designed model has not 
been f\lllY tested l;>ut ;rathe:r suggested with som~ Um:i,.tat;i.ons. Si~ce the 
study was c;:arried, out in a relatively small community, for a short period 
of tim~, the models develope~ in the study are believed to be short of. 
generalization. For a large scale high density area, the variables con-
cerning buUdings ancl streets seem to n,ed further modification in units 
of me;1sureme:n,t. lt is believed that poth areal and volumetric measure~ 
ments are needed for gre,ater urban areas, . and the statistics need to be 
~ompiled on a small areal unit basis in order to facilitate further 
inr-de:pth research. 
Understanding of the role of the.physical envixrpnment for the act1,:1a1 
commitment of offenses will enable planners and law enforcement officials 
in arranging and assigning their schemes and priorities more effectively. 
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Furthermo~e, the understanding will help indivi~uals in protecting their 
properties as well ~s thei~ future investments. 
Jt is hope9, that the c"ncept <!J'f. opportunHy and barrier :de1;1.lt w~ th 
in this study will serve as a reference for further investigatioµ .in 
environmental studies and contribute to the more comprehensive under~ 
standing of crime. 
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APPENPIX A 
CRIME ,RAT~S FOR .STILLWATEJ;l, OKi.AI-IOMA, 1970 
83 
Burglary Larceny & Sub Total· Vandalism Other Total Theft & Assaults Offenses 
22A 5 17 22 ii 2 35 
228' . 0. 1 l 2 0 3 
23 4 6 10 2 0 12 
. 24 3 17 20 8 3 31 
25A 2 16 18 3 1 22 
258 13 48 61 14 8 83 
26 . 8 11 19 4 0 23 
27A 4 20 24 3 1 28 
27B 11* 7+181* 199 2'1<* 0 
28 1+11* 8+181* 201 S** l** 
30 0 0 0 3 ' 0 3 
31 0 16 16 3 1 20 
32 1 2 3 s 0 8 
33A 2 12 14 3 2 19 
34 0 7 7 9 0 16 
35 2 5 7 5 0 12 
36 2 33 35 1 1 . 37 
37 10 16 26 9 4 39 
38A 12 46 ~8 12 3 73 
3sa 15 32 47 19 ,3 69 
39 · 18 31 4~ 8 6 63 
40 3 14 17 4 ·3 ~4 
41 .6 19 25 12 5, 42 
42 lO . 16 26 3 6' 35 
43 3 3 6 4 2 12 
44 16 29 45 2 27 74 
45 12 12 24 6 5 36 
46 0 . 95 95 s 11 111 
47 I l 2 1 0 ,5 
48 ' 6 3 9 4 0 l3 
49 13 5 1~ 10 2 30 
50 : 10 ., 5 15 4 .. 0 19 
5113 0 2 2 2 0 4 
Tot. 172 530 702 181 95 978 
% 17. 22.% 52,95% 70.17%, 18.11% 11. 72% · 100% 
Note;. Datas based on Neighbe9rhood Analysis, City of Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, Sept., 1971, · 
*22 burglarie~ and 362 larcenies occurred in campus (EDs 27B and 
28) were divided among two EDs equally and added to city 
rate. The rates for th~ two EDs were not counted for in 
calculating correlation coef. within off~nse rates. 
**Only the Tates repqrted by City Pc;,lice, 
APPENDIX B ·. 
AR.EA.L STATISTICS FOR EACH, ED. 
BS 
Total* Bldg,* Street* Conun.* No. Total Age 
Area Area Area Area Traffic** No,*** Between 
s. f. s .f. s. f. s·.f. Accident of Person 25-.64*** 
22A 126877580 1502253 77220 99348 170 . 1360 . ·599 
228 5883000 28860 .10050 0 21 84 26 
23 10834740 697088 31195 69375 132 1049 467 
24 714.4260 1161071 34565 72660 85 7$6 379 
25A 99886680 1239315 26995 127650 30 523 185 
258 51738210 1870200 62935 351830 308. 2677 1078 
26 7170610 954710 21645 53280 70 l.254 490 
27A 2579420 184544 12000 11100 91 911 244 
27B 4216890 892440 9570 0 228 ll44 27 
28 7755765 907065 15670 0 50 6421 609 
30 1478741 280170" 6795 0 31 401 199 
31 2274520 614830 12097 39686 31 549 186 
32 4535072 648025 20910 0 85 792 410 
33A 7189710 580652 12235 96700 76 78 37 
34 4602173 473234 20925 4440 44 970 486 
35 3028750 509383 13965 79920 47 575 283 
36 304$694 572475 14865 60060 64 S62 258 
37 2324350 347796 11910 94916 113 ]65 . 150 
38A . 419$800 . 672674 1£l1io 34413 229. 1863 210 
38B 25,6()5775 .. 4884"5$ 12435 217008" 320 968 I 202 
39 434([;760 809426 16487 178713 312 1&49 . 350 
40 248$625 414718 10740 120443 0 .623 139 , 
41 8151840 ; 697956 22447 120900 121 891 228 
42 39Ql650 616$05 12825 279165 231 276 99 
43 1348650 270145 6810 34950 92 293 96 
44 335664Q. 829403 18165 677213 732 251 88 
45 3406590 '599091 14055 369298 106 253 104 
46 189926.55 .891330 28255 114330 164 649 260 
47 21080565 485640 22450 -14990 23 443 183 
48 2318235 353561 10635 30525 77 599 217 
49 3076920 380195 16485 61605 131 676_ 243 
50 2889330 4112U 11145 17760 54 609 214 
51B 44496045 474010 27440 9990 44 . 360 . 15~ 
c 
Note: *toe Crum, unpublished report for Geog. 5510, Geography Dept,, 
Oklahoma,State University, Spring, 1972. 
**Captain Jam~s Hill, Po.lice Dept,, City of Stillwater, Direct 
eommunication, June 5, 1972. 
***City of StUlwa.ter; Neighborhoo\i Analysis, Stillwater, Okla-
homa, Sept., 1971~ 
AP-PENDIX C 
CRIME FACTORS.FOR EACH ED, 
I Qt OH OJ',2 Opportunity B B Barrier ca c CID c v s a • 
i Building% Street % Comm. , A Officer/Dal'. Age 25-64 % Area/ED Burglary Crime Rate ca QE~rttmitr ca Ot X (OH +Ol', 2) B X B Larceny/ Av. Value Av. Value Built~ v. Av. Value Av. Value v s Av. Size Theft /Unit Area Av. Value Barrier Av. Value 
22A 0.09 0.18 0.45 0.06 ' 0.92 1.26 1.16 ! 8.74 22 2.52 0.05 0.05 0.02 
_UB 0.04 a.so 0 0.54 0. 86 0.86 o. 77 0.41 1 2.44 0.03 0.70 0.27 
23 0.49 0.82 0.69 0.74 0.91 1.29 ,1.17 0.75 10 13.33 0.19 0.63 0.24 
24 1. 24 1. 41 0.45 2.30 0.89 1..37 1.22 0.49 20 40.82 0.58 1.89 0.73 
25A 0.09 0.06 0. 72 0.07 0.87 1.00 0.87 6.88 18 2.62 0.04 0.08 0.03 
258 0.29 0.35 1.24 0.46 0.98 1.14 1.12 3.56 61 17 .13 0.24 0.41 0.16 
26 1.02 0.88 0.38 1.28 0.88 1.11 0.98 0.49 19 38.78 0.55 1.31 0.51 
_LIA 0.55 1.35 0.41 2.30 0.89 o. 77 ·0.69 0.18 24 133.33 1.88 3.33 1.29 
278 1.61 0.65 5.00* 9.10 35.61** 0.06 2.14 0.29 199*** 686.21 9.68 4.25 1.65 
28 0.89 0.59 5.00* 4.98 35.61** 0.26 9.26 0.53 201*** 379.25 5.35 0.54 0.21 
30 1. 44 1.32 0 1.90 0.87 1.43 1.24 0.10 0 0.00 o.oo 1.53 0,59 
31 2.06 1.56 0.45 4.13 0.87 0.97 0. 84 0.16 16 100.00 1.41 4.92 1.91 
32 2.33 1. 35 0 3.15 0.89 1.49 1.33 0.31 3 9.68 0.14 2.37 0.92 
33A 0.60 0.50 1.14 0.99 0.88 1.34 1.18 0.50 14 28.00 0.39 0.84 0.33 
34 0.78 1. 32 0.07 1.09 0.87 1.43 1.24 0.32 7 21.88 0.31 0.88 0.34 
35 1. 28 1. 35 1. 07 3.10 0.87 1.40 1. 22 0.21 7 33.33 0.47 2.45 0.95 
36 1. 43 1.41 0. 72 3.05 0.88 1.31 1.15 0.21 35 166.67 2.35 2.65 1.03 
37 1.14 1. 50 1.90 3.88 0.90 o. 77 0.69 0.16 26 162.50 2.29 5.62 2.19 
38A 1. 23 1. 32 0.34 2.04 0.95 0.31 0.30 0.29 58 200.00 2.82 6.80 2.64 
388 1. 45 1. 41 3.07 6.49 0.99 0.60 0.59 0.18 47 261.11 3.68 11.00 4.26 
39 1. 42 1. 09 1. 52 3. 71 0.98 0.60 0.60 0.30 49 163.33 2.30 6.18 2.39 
40 1. 27 1. 26 2.00 4.13 0.85 0.63 0.54 0.17 17 100.00 1.41 7.65 2.96 
41 0.64 0.79 1. 21 1.28 0.91 0.74 0.67 0.56 25 44.64 0.63 1.91 0.74 
42 1. 21 0.94 3.14 4.94 1.90 1.03 1.96 0.27 26 96.30 1.36 2.52 0.98 
43 1. 53 1.47 0.90 2.09 1. 79 0.94 1.68 0.09 6 66.67 0.94 1.24 0.48 
"44 1. 88 1.59 2.17 7.07 2.30 LOO 2.30 0.23 45 195.65 2.76 3,97 1.19 
45 1.34 1.21 0.79 2.68 0.90 1.17 1.05 0.23 24 104.35 1.47 2.55 0.99 
46 0.36 0.41 0.90 0.47 0.92 1.14 1.05 1. 31 95 72.52 1.02 0.45 0.17 
47 0.18 0.29 0.21 0.09 0.86 1.17 1. 01 1.45 2 1..38 0.02 0.09 0.03 
48 1.16 1. 32 0.59 2.22 0.89 1.03 0.92 0.16 9 56.25 0.79 2.41 0.93 
49 0.94 1. 56 1.10 2.50 0.91 1.03 0.94 0.21 18 85. 71 1.21 2.66 1.03 
50 1. 09 1.12 0.31 1. 56 0.88 1.00 0.88 0.20 15 75.00 1.06 1.77 0.69 
518 0.08 0.18 0.14 0.02 0.87 1.26 1.10 3.06 2 0.65 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Note: Values for EDs 27A & 28 were not introduced in calculating averages. The scaled values for EDs 27A & 28 are based on the averages ruaong 
remaining 31 EDs. 
*Maximum value possible were given to EDs 278 & 28. 
**A total of 240 man-hour (10 officer/day) were divided between EDs 278 & 28. 
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